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Trustee Walston Fears it is
Not Legally Organized
action of Body Too Precipitate and
May involve Members
Personally.
TRUSTEE W. M. KARNE,S MAY GO
Believing that the .present school
board was illegally organized and
tnat under the regime now in control,
his usefulness to the school system
of Paducah has outlived itself, it is
stated by a person in a position to
know that U. S. Walston, vice-presi-
dent of the school board and one of
jas oldest members in point of ser-
vice, will hand in his resignation .at
the meeting of the board next Tues-
day night.
The idea of resigning from the
board was expressed for the first
lime by Mr. Walston after the first
meeting of the new board :the mane
ner of organization having been dist.
tasteful to him. At that meeting for
an 'hour and a half Mr. Walston by
his opposition held up the slated or-
ganization of the board. According to
Mt-view-point, one member was seat-
ed, who is constitutionally disquali-
fied for membership. A vacancy was
filled before the board had ever or-
ganized, and third, one of the board's
members was elected to the position
of secretary, a position which carries
with it remuneration from the board.
The opinion is expreeeed by sever-
al of the old members of the board
that the new board was illegally or-
ganized, and as the memberg per-
sonally are responsible for any fi-
nancial operations of the board which
may be judged illegal, Mr. Walston,
who took no part in its organization
other than to present a most force-
ful protest, feels that It is entirely
pertntisibirfOrliiii to withdraw.
Along with the statement that Mr.
Walston would resign, It is asserted
that W. M. Karnes, a:so will hand in
his resignation. At the organization
meeting of the board, Mr. Karnes as-
sented in the views of Mr. Walston
en most of toe points he brought up
against the hasty organization of
the board. The majority In the board
ran get along without either Mr.
Walston's or Mr. Karnes' vote to
carry on the business of the board
after their way of thinking and new
members piobably would be immedi-
ately electel.
When seen this morning about
the rumor that he would resign from
the board of education, Mr. Walston
said it was true and that he would
hand in his resignation to President
List next Monday. Speaking of his
reasons; for resigning, Mr. Walston
said in substance as told:
"As the majority in the board has
the situation in hand. I believe that
I could not affect their plans for the
management of the schools by re-
teething in the board. I shall hand in
my resignation Monday and they
may act on it at the regular meeting
Tuesday. At the organization of the
board, I saw that my usefulness had
been outlived and .perhaps they may
secure another member who will not
obstruct their plans. I do not believe
the board was legally organized and
for that reason prefer to withdraw."
CLEVER BleeiGAR14
Charity Club Meeting With Sly Wom-
an Everywhere In City.
Again the Charity club-bed an ex-
perience yesterday with the horse
traders, who havr been begging at
houses and imposing on the club and
Individuals for several weeks. One of
the women went to a member of the
club last night and with a pitiful tale
succeeded In getting the member to
guaranty rent for a month of a three
room house on Mill street, for her-
self and brother. When Jap Toner,
agent of the club, Investigatesi this
morning, be found the woman with
three other adults of her sex, three
men and a host of children Moving.
They left the city immediately after.
WATER WAIACKR °Mini-41'R
Itemiser' Vicksburg Twelve Hours
Ahead of Time.
vlowlesitm, "--Tr.
Oh a rkes W Oldeleve, the ''waktIst
walker." awl his Wife left Viekeburg
this morn4Thg en emit* to New °r-
heum, leaving here nt 11 o'clock "!
am *bent 12 hours a 41 sit time."
avid Oapt. Oldrleve tbie • Ding
CHICAGO EPIDEMIC.
Chicago, Feb. 1.—Cases of
contagious diseases continue to
increase in Chicago, but at a less
rapid rate than for several days.
Cases of infectious diseases re-
ported today were 110.
ISLAND CHANGED.
San Francisco, Feb. I.—W. H.
Moore, who arrived from Ramoa
on the steamship Sierra, brings
the first definite news of the
earthquake of much violence
which occurred on Solomon Is-
land some months ago. Inform-
ation was brought to Asia by a
trading schooner. So violent was
the upheaval that the entire face
of the island eLlt4 ChaVcrell. Great
gorges were torn and mountains
leveled.
$1,000,000 FIRE.
Harrisburg, Pa., Fele 1.—The
opera house was destroyed, two
hotels wrecked, another theater
damaged, a bank building dam-
aged and a number of smaller
establishments gutted in a mil-
lion dollar fire which vieited
Harrisburg this morning. The
lire is still burning, hut is under
control. Four firemen were in-
jured. The fire started In a hat
store underneath . the opera





zens Will Serve on Director
ate. Many Speeches Were
Listened To
A WELL ATTENDED MEETING.
In one of the moot enthusiastic
meetings ever held by the Paducah
Commercial 'club, the organization
last night elected the following di-
rectors for the ensuing year:
H. C. Rhodes, W. P. Hummel, Sol
Dreyfuss, Jacob Wiallenstein, F. le
Scott. George C. Waelace, Roy Cul-
.L C. Gilbert, Dan Fitzpatrick, S.
A. Fowler, George H. Goodman, J.
L. Friedman, Harry L. Meyer, C. H.
Sherrill, L. W. Henneberger, A. J.
Decker, H. A. Petter, Joseph Desber-
ger, J. P, Smith and James Weil*.
President Joseph L. Friedman pre-
sided at the meeting, and senile a
committee was nominating the di-
rectors, We P. Hummell was appoint-
ed master of ceremonies. Under his
direction the following gentlemen
made earnest talks about the work
of the Commercial club:
J. G. Gilbert, H. C. Rhodes, W. F.
Paxton, Charles NV. Weille, Joseph
Deeberger, John S. Bleecke'r, .1. W.
Hughes, W. F. Milliken, Mr. Owaley,
George Walters, Harry Hank, H. A.
Fetter, W. B. Walters, J. W. Little,
Mein. atichnei, Fred Schaffer, F. M.
Fisher, J. P. Smith, J. V. Hardy and
H. R. Lindsay.
NEW POSTOFFICE CLERK.
Mr. Prank Moore Works !reside and
Randle Is Carrier.
Mr. Frank Moore, terrier of route
No. 2, was today made clerk in the
postoffice to succeed Mr. Thad-
deus Warsaw Doliberry. resigned
Mr. Moore has been in the service
siter. His position was given tot 8 years and Is a faithful
Henry Randle, a substitute carrier.
No substitute to fill Handle's place
has been appolutad.
CAME HOME AND oar LOST
AFTER A IA)NO AlISENCE.
After a ten years absence 40111
Pad ucati,e' . It. Hall, of I rondole,
Mo., who is visiting his son, Mr. A.
R. Hale, of the Illinois Central, got
lost In the 'heart of the city and had
to be guided back borne.
"No, I would not recognize it as
the town I left ten years ago." be
stated.. "The paved street, enlarged
postolfice, the numerous up-to-date
fronte In bushiest; houses and, On fact,
the town in general reminds me of the
big cities. lestinoat 'st growth' has
been beyond conception."
There In only one kind of a
newspaper circulation etatement
"-any
and dist is the deify detailed
'statement. The Run is the only




Business and Health Condi
tions for January
Building Trade Showed Unusual .t4'
(laity for This Season—Pollee
Work.
CITY FINANCIAL ST IT EME NT.
The report of City Treasurer J. J.
Dorian and Auditor Alex Kirkland
shows the following condition of city
finances:
Balance January 1 $22,861.56
Collected  32,463.72
Disbursements ...... 9,690.42
Balance February 1. ....$45,634.86
Roving Stock.
Stock Policeman Lycerges Rice
took up six cows, one mare and one
horse during January,
I. C. Hospital.
The Illinois Central hospital
port for January shows;
Patients January 1 91
Admitted  .5n
Discharged .47
Potients February 1 26
re-
Police Report.
The police report for January
shows a total of 144 arrests as fol-
lows: Breach of the peace, 39;breach
of ordinance, 11; drunk, 10; disor-
derly house, 1; presenting pistol at
another, 1; maliciotis cutting, 5; non-
support of children, 1; use of ineult-
ing language, 4; housebreakers. 3;
drunk and disorderly, 21; disorderly
conduct, 22; petty larceny, 2: grand
larceny, 3; obtaining property by
false pretenses, 3; forgery, 1; gamb-
ling, 8; suspect, 1; obtaining money
by false pretenses, le breaking Into
railroad box car, 1; selling liquor
without Hoene', 1 swoeetting, 'VI"-
tal, 144.
Marriage Licenses.
During January 41 marriage li-
censes were Issued, seven being to
colored people.
Fire Chief Wood Report.
During January the fire depart-
ment made 11 runs. The total dam-
age from fires is thought not to ex-
ceed $1,000.
Internal Revenue.
Thee movement of tobacco in this
district during January 1907 indi-
cates that the new year will set a
standard for the' district in the to-
bacco handling business. The amount
of tobacto handled through .Paducah
dealers was enormous, and exceeded
their eatectations. During January
L. L. Bebout, stamp deputy, collected
on tobacco alone $9,495.84, leaving
only $1:213.27 collection on cigars,
beer and liquor. It is a remarkable
report for January. Stamps were Is-
sued for 675 barrels of liquor.
Schools Flourishing.
January opened the second term of
with an excellent attendance,
and a prospect for the nest of work.
The enrollment was increased by the
addition of many pupils at the mid-
dle of the year, and the total enroll-
ment will exceed any previous year.
Heavy Railroad Business.
The railroads report a heavy bus-
iness in January. Some delay and in-
convenience was occasioned by the
high water and rains, but the busi-
ness was handled with remarkable
success.
Riverside Hospital.
Patients January 1  9






Births    1
Deaths  3
Patients Feb. 1 13
Building Operations.
Building operation, were good In
January considering the month. Per-
mits weralssued for buildings vei-
ned in total at $10,600. The largest
permit was for a new store house for
Smith & Meletnney .on Washington
Istrest bet:Seep ...ereitite.,AiefLeetigclatt
streeii, to oast $5;600. Permits for
two residences In the west end, one
to cost moon and the other to cost
$1,400 were issued permits. The rest
of tee permits were for small houses.
An arldtion will be built to the Old
Kentucky Maaufacturing companY.
MAY IMIENZIE, FRIEND OF EVELYN NESBIT THAW, AND MRS. WIITIAM THAW.
Frontier Committee Calls on Police
to Investigate First Ward Houses
Sends Letter to Chief Collins
Naming Certain Women and
Places of Residence Consid-
ered Suspicious
JUDGE CROSS GIVES OPINION.
Curtailed as the police force was
last year, the "Frontier Committee"
has accepted Chief of Police Collins'
declaration that be could not proper-
ly keep all the City under surveil-
lance; but Wilk the 12 additional
men nridet- art --December, • leclottiwg
two plain clothes men, the committee-
men have decided to ask the co-oper-
ation of the pollea force in their fight
agadnet immoral characters in the
First ward.
Accordingly a letter has been ad-
dressed to Chief Collies directing his
attenelon to certain boueei in the
First ward the character of which the
committee would like to have passed
on by the police department. The
chief of police in this letter is asked
to have his men investigate the
houses designated and to report to
the "Frontier Committee" the result
of the investigation.
The determination to furnish tha
police with information in their pos-
sess:on was decided upon at a meet-
ing of the "Frontier Committee" last
night. It was brought up by one
member that they had not been MAC-
lied, either individually or as a. whiole.
The niayor and city Judge have been
seen ami ex premed their w14 /I n gn eas
to do all in their power to further
their cause.
The committee appointed to see
Judge Cross to get his opistion on
their organization, reported that he
had been seen. Judea Oross told the
committee thet any house which has
ai many as three women occupants,
and which is Regularly visited by
nabs and men, at ail' hours of the day
and night. hi subject to an inveetigite
lion and that the women may be
brought before hille•to prove that
they are living within the law.
Ono woman who was indieted by
the last grand Jury left town several
weeks ago, but It was reported to one
of the committeemen that *he had
been seen :it night in the city.
lalOtt NEWSIP %PER Nuttx.
("eloped° Solon. Proceed to ()et Even
With Craft.
Denver, Feb. 1.—A hill was intro-
duced In rhe legeseattsire by Senator
Scott to prohibit papers and news as-
sociations from using franks or free
servlee of telegraph or telephone com-
panies,. It is ehergsd the Colorado
Telephone corn pan'. annually gives
away $2043,One to free ser.vief to
papers.
Passenger Train. Delayed.
A deralli41 freight engine at
lateptenburg 1111, 62 miles west of
LonisvillA, yesterday afternoon de-
lay/4cl tee weesenger trains Nos. 121
and MI. The former 10 dee at 4:15
o'cloct. asi arrived at_1:§1,
The latter le the cannon ball and ar-
rived at 8:28 o'elork.
Burial Permits,
Eleven burial eermits, three being
for "veered people, wilie boned
January,
Circuit Court.
This morning the ease of Max B.
Nahm against F. W. Katterjohn was
given to the jury. Special- Judge J.
E. Robbins, of Mayfield, presided,
Circuit Judge William Reed being
employed as an attorney in the case. 
Inthe ease of thel Evansville Press-
ed Brick company against Edward
Bridges, a motion for a new trial was
tiled by the plaintiff.
In Bankruptcy.
, A final dividend was declared In
the Moses Schwab bankruptcy case.
One hundred and eighty dollars re-
mains to be distributed, and Referee
Sagby will recommend a discharge
at once. Schwab's- -creditors got 6
'coot ef.eheir debts.' The total
liabilities was $141,0430s
William H. Bottoms.
William re• Bottoms, 49 years old,
died at 1128 Burnett street this
morning of consumption, after a lin-
gering illness. He leaves two sons,
two daughters, his father, J. W. Bot-
toms, three brothers and three sis-
ters. The funeral will be conducted
tomorrow afternoon at 7 o'clock. The




New York, Feb. 1.—Grover Cleve-
land, former president of the United
States, was elected chairman of (he
association of Life Insurance Presi-
dents at a meeting of the executive
committee of that organization to-
day. Cleseland's election was unani-
mous and he has accepted the posi-
tion. Cleveland also will act as chief
counsel for the association, in addi-
tion to these duties, Cleveland will
act as referee in the cases of dispute
between companies. For these servi-
ces he will receive from the associa-
tion $20,000 a year.
Root-Smith.
J. H. Root, the barber and mem-
ber of the state barbers' commission.
is in the city, and announced his mar-
riage in St. Louts last montn. He
Was married to Miss Anna Smith, of
3949 Cook avenue, St. Louis. Re will
make Princeton his future home,and
Mrs. Root will arrive after he has
established himself there.
Fred Hunter'. Funeral.
The funeral of Fred Hunter, the
well known Illinois Central switch
engineer who died Wednesday, was
held from the residence, 1120 South
Tenth street this afternoon at 2:30
o'clock. The burial was in Oak Grove
cemetery. The services were conduct-
ed by the Rev. 0, W. Banks.
The three-months-old Infant of J.
T. Johnson, 414 South Tenth street,
died this morning of stomach trou-
ble. The burial will bee tomorrOw af-
ternoon at I o'clock In Oak Orove
_
Europe has not one-fifth of the
railway mileage per capita that Amer-
ica has.
has now six complete glib-




ty of Charter Amendment
Increasing Police Force to
Thirty Men
PETITION IN CIRCUIT COUI1T.
An ex parte petition to determine
the validity of the charter amend-
ment fixing minimum strength of the
pollee force at 30 men, was filed in
the circuit court this morning by
City Sollettoe James 4CIdanpbeti, Jr.,
pursuant to instructions from the
general council.
The petition is brief and citesi the
legislative act with the ordinance
passed by the general council last
year fixing the police force at 18
men. The petition asks the court
to decide if the ordinance stands re-
pealed. If the court decides that it
Is repealed it upholds the act of the
legislature as constitutional. If it
decides otherwise the deeission holds
the act of the legislature unconstitu-
tional.
The greatest of interest is centered
in the action of Judee William Reed.
The ease will be taken to the court
of appeals for a final settlement. It
is a queetien whether the legislature
may constitutionally infringe on a
city's right of self-government.
PLAYFUL HANGING IS
REAL WHEN FOOT SLIPS
Princeton, Mo., Feb. 1.—At the
farm of James Mason, near here,
Fred Brooks, aged 14 years, yester-
day hanged himself from a barn raf-
ter with a dog chain for the amuse-
ment of his plaematee, but his foot
slipped from a support and he stran-
gled to death. His frightened play-
mates ran for assistance but before
anyone arrived the boy was dead.
"Butch" Selby heaves Town.
"Butch" Selby. King of Ilobos.who
before he won that cognomen, was
known as Deltilch Ffesslebein, was
given hours to leave the city this
morning. He hesitated just long
'plough to eollect his wardrobe, con-
sisting of one muffler, and made for
tae Mina's Central freight yards.
Heed-on
Cincinnati, Feb. 1- An east-bound
Baltimore & Onto passenger train
collided head-on with a freight at
Norwood this teeming. The crews
jumped. Engineer Higgins was injur-
ed and the passengers shaken up.
None Is seriously hurt. Both engines
were wrecked.
Factories in Japan do not stop
work on Sundays. but nsnally the 1st
sod leth of each month are holidays.
-WEATREIL---Uatestaled weather
with rain tonight and probahty
Saturday. The hitaheat tempera-




Belief of Those Investigating
the Fire.
Finis E. Cartwright's Place, 10211
Kentucky Avenue, Entirely De-
stroyed This Morning.
FIREMEN IN NARROW ESCAPE,
Fire thought' to have been of in-
cendiary origin destroyed the saloon
of Finis E. Cartwright, 1028 Ken-
tucky avenue, between 3 and 4
o'clock this morning, and damaged
the residence of Fannie' Buckner,col-
°red, next door. The building was
closed at 12 o'clock and a small fire
left in the closed stove, but the pro-
prietor does not believe the conflagra-
tion started from thts.
Al Redtnon, living two doors front
the saloon, awoke this morning
blinded by the glare of' a bright red
light. He saw flames rapidly devour-
ing the saloon. A telephone message
brougnt the Nos. 1, 3and 4 fire com-
panies but the building had been
gutted. Only the charred frame walls
remain this morning.
Cartwright values his stock at
$2,000 and carries 81,700 Insurance.
The Buckner woman carries $700 In-
surance and thinks her loss covered.
One side of her frame house wan
charred, and -water-soaked all the
contents. The Cartwright building is
owned by the George 0. Hart estate,
and is fully insured.
The saloon was located in the
heart of the old "red light" against
the location of which indignant pro-
tests were raised until Judge Reed,
of the circuit court, ordered the
evacuation of the district.
Narrow Escape.
Fred Menzler and Noah English.of
tire company, No. 4, had a narrow
escape from being crushed under a
hundred or more bricks. The brick
chimney stood above the ceiling, and
while the two nozzlemen were play-
ing a stream of water from the in-
side of the building, there was a
deafening crash. The chimney had
come through the floor, and bricks
were scattered about them for several
yards. The firemen could not get
away because of the suddenness of
the fall, and the heavy column miss-
ed them but a few Inches.
BREAK IN LEVEE
NEAR HOLLY BUSH
Memphis, Feb. 1.—A strip of ter-
ritory 30 miles wide and 6si miles
long, embracing the towns of Maritsa,
Orawforcheille, Vincent, Edmondson
and Earle, Ark., are imperiled by tee
Holly Bush situation. Should ere's,
asses occur 4 0 , 0010 people will be
made homeless and property loss of
over a million dollars causes!. The
levee has broken at Holly Bush
BOY BURGLARS
Get Away With Swag Prom Tenth
and Finley.
Boys tore a board from across a
window at W. M. Mitchell's grocery
and saloon at Tenth and Finley
streets, last night and stole a watch..
$7 in cash and a lot of tobacco. One
Mood watch on the outside while tne
others ransacked the building.
Neighbors raised an alarm but too
late to catch the juvenile burglars.
RIPPLE'S BROTHER IS
VICTIM OF OWN HAND .
Philadelphia, Feb. 1.—Edward P.
Nipple, brother of the late Frank
Ripple who committed suicide last
summer after wrecking the real es-
tate Trust company, shot himself at
his home 'here today. The shot was
heard in hie bedroom while the rest
of the family was at breakfast. No
reason as yet Is assigned for the
deed
MIGHTY SWETTENHAM
GETS A W HIT NW.% SRI NG
Drietelf -Pei* • attempt to
whitewash Governor Swettenham was
made today by Sir Alfred Jones and
members of his party, who were in
the earthquake at. Kingston. Jon's
says Swettenham Is a fine man and
controlled the situation from the
start.




Is acknowledged to be the most suc-
cessful remedy hi the country for
those painful ailments peculiar to
women.
For more thah 30 years it has
been curing Female Complaints,
such as Inflammation, and Ulcers.
tion, Falling and Displacements,
and consequent Spinal Weakness,
Backache, and is peculiarly adapted
to the of Life.
LYDIA E. PINK MRecords show that it has cured
more eases of Female Ills than any other one remedy known.
Lydia E. Finkham's Vegetable Cotnpound . dissolves end expels
Tumors at an early stage of development. Dragging Sensationseausing
pain, weight, and headache are relieved and permanently cured by its use.
It corrects Irregularities or Painful Functions. Weakness of the
Stomach. Indigestion, Bloating. Nervous Prostration. Headache. Gene-
ral Debility: also. Diezinesni Faintnes Extremes Lassitude. -Don't care
and want tabeleft alone" feeling, Irritability. Nervousness, Sleeplestmees,
Flatulency. Melancholia or the "Blues." These are sure indications of
female weakness or some organic derangement.
Fog Kidney Ccunplainte of either sex Lydia E. Pinkhanee Vegetable
-Compalirod- iaa meet exeellene remedye--
Pinkham's Standing Invitation to Women
Women suffering from any form of female weakness are invited to
write Mrs Pinkhane Lynn, Mass. for advice. She is the Mrs. Pinkharn
who has been advising sick women free of charge for more than twenty
years. and before that she assisted her mother-in-law Lydia E. Pinkliam
In advisine. Thus she is well qualified to geide sick women back to




FREE REAL, ESTATE PRICE LIST
Fraternity Building. Both Phones 835
"Man is not in a position to abolish
war," Whit Root onee said. "There
Is salt to much of the animal in him.
Even when he seems most mild and
good he may have cruel. bestial
thoughts revolving in his mind. As
gellilpstratios:
"A Prista, chaplain one Oay found
a convict feeding a eat.
"'Aha!' the chaplain said, ̀ so you
have a pet, eh?'
"'Yes, air,' said the convict, his
hoarse voice softening and a gentle
smile illuminating his hard face. 'I
feed him every day. I think rupre o'
this here ref,- sir, than I do cf any
other livin' creature:
"The chaplain Slid his hand on the
convict'S shoulder.
" 'In every man,' he said, 'there is
something of the angel, if we can but
find It. How came you to take such
a fancy to this rat'?'
" 'It bit the jailer, sir.' "—Under
the Spreading Ohestnut Tree, in Feb-
ruary Everybody's.
DON'T Ft'T IT OFF
Until tomorrow what you can do today.
If you are suffering from a torpid liver
or constipation don't waft until tomor-
row to get help. Buy a bottle of Herb-
-the and get that livIr working right.
Promptness about health saves many
sick spells. Mrs. Ida Gresham, Point,
Tex.. writes: "I used Herbine in my
family for silt years and find it does
all it claims to do."
Sold by all druggists.
- Mean though:- .stArve the soul.
Always Ilteeig.7r3 the Full ,Nisne
IleatiV4) mo quit:tined ee every
Aeforrbo PM ;44Owes sail hew Day. Grip a n•ys • •
I ADDITIONAL REDUCTIONSAtTHE MODEL112 South Second St.
Boys' 7he Knee Pants cut to .......... . ODe Pair.
Boys' 30e Knee Pants cut to  . 40c 1'air.
-*Or Pair.Hoye' 25e Knee Pants cut to 
One lot Mos' Wool knee Pants cut to  Bac Pair.
Reductions on Wool Shirts and Sweaters
$2.50 aweatcre rut to • • $1•50
$1.50 Sweaters cut to $1.1i!
$1.25 Sweaters cut to 59r!
54k Sweaters cut to 3Ik
• $2.25 Fancy Wool Shirts, wortel_
54Ic Silk Muffler* cut to ...40e
$1.00 Silk Mufflers eat to. .734'
75e Wate Studien cut to ...Mk
flOc Ways Mufflers cut to .. 40e
*2.50, cut to • $1.75
$1.05 Blue Wool Shirts worth $2.00, cut to $1.10
Stir
$.1.75 Corduroy Shirts cut to  $1.3.3
75c Flannel Shirts cut to (Poe
.THE EARL ni.1-17. DENIM OVERALLS WITH
BIOS, REGULAR 50c QUALITY, CUT TO 
10 PER CENT‘4WF ON ALL WOOL AND LINED ODOURS.
MEN'S FINE JERSEY STOCKINET JACKETS,
IPA° (MADE, CUT TO 11225; $2.50 GRIME CUT To __Sias°
$2.50 SLICKER RAIN COATS THIS 'WEEK ONLY ..s ....$1.75
APECIAL—Mvn's All Wool Melton Rain and Wind Proof
Reefer Overcdats, worth $6 each, cut to the extreme ea at
low figure of 
Just the thing fot outdoor work where long overcoat would be
in the way.
.Cut Prices on All Other Lines as Heretofore Advertised
lifir THE MODEL'''.
COOLIES BARRED TOLIYER NO CINCH
BY TREATY TERMS FOR CANAL WORK
Japan and United States Agree
on New Articles
California Must Treat Those in San
Francieco With Consideratisai
Beefeater.
IT IS UP TO THE PACIFIC COAST.
Washington, D. C., Feb, 1.—P res-
ident Roosevelt has succeeded in ne-
gotiating a treaty with Japan by the
tcrtils of which Javanese coolies will
be trarredeent of the
and American laborers will be ex-
cluded from Japan. The status of the
citizens of each country residing in
the other at the present time will re-
main unchanged, but the Protilmtlen
of the interchange of the laboring
element will be complete.
This treaty has been tentatively
agreed to by Japan, but there is a
string tied to the proposed ratifica-
tion. The Japanese insist that the
hmericans must treat the Japanese
in this courier; as fairly as the Jap-
anese treat Americans, in Japan.
They will insist upon some guaran ee
against unfair boycotts, mob violence
and discrimination,'
in other words, if the people of
San FnamiLhe will consent t ,allov
Japanese children of school age now
there to go to C public a .hools
pa.n wilt thereueon sign a teeaty ex-
cluding all. Japanese laborers from
the United :ILAN: (luring th2 life of
the treaty.
It is now up to Callfornia. The
California delegation was at the white
house by appointment late this af-
ternoon and ,as a result of their con-
ference they telegraphed to the presi-
dent of the board of education of San
Francisco and to the superintendent
of schools asking them to come on to
Washington to hold a conference
with the president and secretary of.
state.
1`1) to Frisco Now.
The Japanese question has now
reached the paint where exelusIon.
can be had within a few weeks swirl
the stream of Japanese immigration
into this country stopped for good
and all if San Francesco will consent
to put tip with the students already
in the schools and make the best of
their presence theme. There are ea
few of these students in San Fran-
cisco, and tile objection has been so
genesallY to those of mature age,
that it is believed the people of the
vantage of seizing upon this  Compro-
mise 
I
Pacific slope will readily see the ad-
by means of which the Japan-
ese question will be settled in- the
speediest possible way.
It would be impossible to get an
exclusion act through congress at
the present session.
Endorsed by the County.
"The most popular remedy in
tsego County, and the best frelnd
of my family," writes Wm. M. Dietz,
editor and publisher of the Ohsego
Journal, Gilbertsville, N. Y., "is Dr.
Kings New Discovery. It has proven
to be an infallible cure for coughs
and colds.11aking short work of the
worst of them. We always keep a
Vottle in the house, I believe It to
be -the moat valuable prescriptiot
known for Lung and Throat diseas-
es." Guarteed to never disappoint
the taker, by all druggists. Price
Sec and $1.00. Trial bottle free.
"I'm not going near
ant again,"
"Why not?"
"Some fool took my
left his in its place,"
"But you might run
"That's Inc trouble.







It 111 fortunate for most men, that
the Recording Angel doesn't pa)
much attention to wnat his neigh-
bors say of him.
LANG MOS. SUCCESSFUL.
After a great deal of effort and
correspondence Lang Bros., the pop-
ular druggists, have succeeded in
getting the De. Howard, Co. to make
a special half price introductory' offer
on the regular fifty cent size of their
celebrated specific for the cure of
constipation and dyepepsia
Headaches, coated tongue, steal-
nem, gas on stomach, specks before
the eyes, constipation, and all forms
of liver and stomach treuble are soon
cured by this scientific medicine.
So great Is the demand for this
specific, that Lang Bros. have been
able -to secure only a limited, supply,
and every one Who Is, troubled with
dyspepsia, constipation ow liver trou-
ble should call upon them at eines,
or gond et cents, find est sixty dose*
of the best medicine ever made, on,
ills special half-price offer, with
heir personal guarant.e to retuad
-it money if it does not cur
Statement From White house
to This Effect
It Is Understood That President Fa-
vors Goi-ernment Work Under
Engineer Stevelee
BIG GUNS mvE snow WHILE
Washington,_Febel.—In a state-
ment made at the white house this
evening it is stated emphatically that
no decision has been reached that
-Mem J. -Oilier is to -W.--glYelf-sthe
contract for toe construction of the
isthmian canal. Not only does the
announcement declare that Mr. Oli-
ver has not been awarded the con-
tract even provisionally, but It opens
the possibility of the work going to
the MacArthur-Gillespie combination,
whien snbmitted the only bid other
than that of Mr. Oliver to receive se-
rious consideration.
For several days there have been
symptoms of a desire on tne part of
the president to havathe government
do the work, and it is believed that
this will very likely be done. The
statement of this evening indicates
that it is possible.
'Ilig Guns Shoot Out.
General William Crozier, chief of
ordns,nce of the United States army,
told the other day that our big 12-
inch guns, which carry a projectile
weighing 1,o00 ponads, with a ve-
locity of 2 GOO feet a second for sev-
eral miles, can be fired only GO or fib
times. After that number of rounds
the rifling in the bore ef the gun will
become obliterated. There is a dif-
ference of opinion as to what causes
this; whether the contact with the
projectile wears it out, or whether
the intense heat caused -by the com-
bustion of a large charge of powder
brings the skin of the metal nearly
to the melting point and, being. in
that state, the rifling is washed
away by the rush of the -Powder it-
self. But anyway, after 60 rounds,
the projectile will not follow the ri-
fling in the gun unless a larger band
or copper than usual is placed around
It. The projectile is made of steel
and is embraced by a copper band
which, fitting into the rifling in the,
bctre of the gun, catiaSS its revolu-
tion. By enlarging this band the gun
may be made to last a little longer.
It can be fired perhaps a dozen times
mote.
II.C*1•36)&200e4rotlegAlelealeaD0041
I EDUCATED ONK fikiNtYl`' HEIL
iieeeomeemooseKsolnumaoaleakegi
It is a great thing for hundreds of
splendid young men from all over
the country to be thrown intimately
together at the age of the greatest
expettancy, when life promises so
much, at an age when youths are full
f hope and ambition, and feel strong
stud vigorous. There is an untold ad-
vantage in the growth- and expansion
whicn come from the constant measur
lag of mind with mind, the attrition
of mentalities, the measuring of brain
power, the comparing of ability, of
experiences the tempering, the con-
stant drill in self-mastering, self-
pacrifice, the constant prodding of




The great efficiency and reliatiility of Danderine as a hair grower and scalp 
regenerator have won the confidence and
patronage of millions and millions of people throughout the tinned States. 
It has aniline to larger sale and is more generally
used than arty Other article—toilet or medicinal—that 
has ever been sold or handled by ti-' Drug trade in this country.
4, DANDER' NE makes the scalp healthy and fertile and keeps it so. 
It is the greatest scalp fertiliser and therefore the
greatest hair-produelng remedy the world has ever known. It is 
a natural food anda wholesome medicine fortieth the hair
and scalp. Even a 45e bottle of it will put more genuine life in your hair 
than a gallon of any other hair tonics
ever made. It shows result* from the very start.
NOW at all druggists in THREE SIZES, 25c, 50c and $1.00 per bottle.
FR
To show how riuickly Dandertne acts we will send a large gam-EE Kpie free by return maiao anyone who sends this advertisementbathe nowlton Danderine co., ceteaso, with their name





from a „toe profuse similarity of Ins-
tints is the basis of the fun in "Tan
Social Whirl" whleh will be
!tented here on Tuesday night at the
Kentucky theater, by Sam S. and Lee
Shubert. An item published in "The
Social -Whirl" a society scandal
sheet, concerning one "J. E." brings
nervous apprehension to several, and
In their efforts to extricate- them-
selves with credit and without em-
barrassing disclosures.they succeed in
keeping the house in a roar of laugh-
ter for a trifle over two hours of
mirth and melody. This successful
musical comedy is in two acts. The
book is by Charles Doty and Joseph
Herbert. Mr. Herbert also furnished
the lyrics. The music is by Geetaie
Kerkee
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
PAZ° DINT NEWT is tuaranteed to cure sr,
case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or Protradius
Piles in 6 to is days Or money refunded. floc.
"Is be a close friend?" "I should
say so. He wouldn't even lend me a
do I lar. "—Clay elan d Plain Dealer.
"Dear, you Know Jack .was just
crazy to marry me," remarked the
energy. All these tniegts are of tin- new bride. "Yes. That's what eV -
told advantage. ierybody thinks."—Milwaukoo fientt-
I believe that the advantages of nel-
inere book learning in college are
overestimated. That is, I believe tha.
a great deal of what is attributed to
the studies themselves comes from
the association of the students.
We hear a great deal about the
development of personal power in
solitude: but while a certain amount
of this is necessary, yet there Is no
substitute for the growth and educa-
tion which comes from intimate es-
sociation with human beings.
As a rule, the men who pay their
own way through colleges are the
most successful because they are tar
most practical men. On the other
hand, every man who has to devote
a-great deal of his time to paying his
way suffers an immense loss from Inc
lack of larger association with the
students.
Many of these men who work their
way through college feel obliged to go,
directly from the classroom to their
The only good that really is good
for any is that which works good for
Che Kentucky
BOTH PHONES 548.
Tuesday Night, Feb, 5
SAM S. AND LEE SHUBERT
INCOPPOPIATLO
Offer the New York Casino Musical
Comedy Suczeas
The Social Whirl
Direct from its all summer run at
the New York Casino, with' its
big cast and production.
own room. Tney can not enter into n
many of the sports with the other Company of 80. Chorus of 60
students because they are obliged to
remain in their rooms and study dur-
ing evenings. Saturday spa holidays
alike. "
I believe that many college men
theirowe more to etet they get from  
that are catchy, songs that
are tuneful, songs that are a
derestimate the great value of what
studies, in nay:Zig this. I do not "P* pa en g 
PRICES
fellow stut:cr.ti than from their novelty, son
.
gs that start your feet
comes from lectures and books; but Entire orellestra. . .51 7/0
I believe It is impossible to overes- Balcony. 1.1e, al en
tImite the value of the "social inter- Gallery
course of th college. access.' Scats on Sale %many 0 a. in.
With—
CtlAtLES J. ROSS




Irving and His Cats. ;look after the cats. _The, manager
Anew story is told Illustrating SI telephoned beck mat there5 were al-
Henry Irving's kiminess of heart. An ready three women larking after the
old lady caate to him aseing employ- cats.
"Well," said Irving, "you mustmerit.
He telephoned to his business Man-
lager, inquiring. if there was any em-
ployment at the theater that could be
found for her. "Absolutely nothing
—nothing at all."
Irving suggested tiett might
findh er something. Let her look
after the thiee women taat are look-
ing after the cats."—Human Life.
He who must be goaded to do-right
Si teeing to, do. wrong,
I We Use the King of All
i Bosom Ironers.---Why?
First—Because it irons smoothly, not rough.
Second—The button holes or stud holes match.
Third—Negligee shirts with buttons are -ironed perfectly
and withontrinjury.
Fourth—It irons either stiff or plaited bosoms like new, and
the "hump" so often seen is missing.
No other like it in West Kentucky. Satisfy yourself by
'sending us your laundry.
STAR LAUNDRY
Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.
Stands Like a Stone Wall
Turns Cattle, Horses, Hogs—Is Practically Indestructible
AMERICAN FENCE
Buy your new fence for years to come. Get the big, heavy wires, the
binge joint, the good galvanizing, the exactly proportioned quality of steel
that is not too hard nor too eat.
We can show you this fence in our stock and explain its merits and
superiority, not citily in the roll but in the field. Coale and see us and get
our prices.
BUY THE BEST
F.- H. Jones Co.
Agents for Paducah, Ky.
Also Full Line of Hardware













Are Much Benefited by the Use of
_Hundreds of old people right here
in Paducah need just such a strength
maker and bode-builder as our dello-
lout cod aver preparation, Vinol; and
We simply-1 cannot understand why
they will continue to drag out a
half-dead and half-alive existence,
, when we guarantee Vinol will invIg-
Oaate every organ in the body, stop
:the natural dec:ine, and make them
well", vim/volt and strong.
If you want to know how an aged,
feeble, dieceuraged man or woman
may be made eetive, cheerful and vig-
orous, read this letter:
Mrs. Catherine Therer, of Alibany,
N. Y., writes: "Six months ago I
felt that I was broken down by age,
and I was doomed to the weak and
ifeeble condition of old Peoli:e. The
slightest exerelon tired m, and I had
no strength. My daughter brought
me a bottle of Vino?. I soon felt an
improvement; I continued its use,
and am now well, cheerful, and
stronger than I have been for years;
in feet., I feel ten years younger."
Vino: is not a stimulant which re-
acts on the system, but it Is a genu-
ine cod liver and iron tonic which in
a natural manner makes rich red
blood and replaces weakness with
strength. We wish every old person
in Paducah would tly Vinol on our
offer to return money if it fella. W.
B. McPherson, Druggist.
NOTE.-While we are sole agents
for Vino: in Paducah, .it is now for
Ale at the leading drug store in
ince-ray every town and city lo the,




WILL BE KEPT AT WORK AT THE
ILLINOIS CENTRAL SHOPS.
No Reduction in Employes Was Made
This Winter and Summer Prom-
ises Better.
February 1 brought no changes in
the force or working hours at the Pa-
ducah Illinois Central shops, but
March 1 will doubtless bring an order
for increased hours with authority
for an increased force generally.
During this winter the shuns have
run witirout the "annual cut" in the
force. This is the first time this con-
dition has existed, and if the work
continues as it has, will mean a large
force constantly employed.
"The class of engines we use on
these divisions now makes repair
work less frequent but when it has
to be done it amounts to a great deal
more than on the smaller type of
:ocomotive," an official explained.
"The outlook for the summer for a.
extra large force with steady wota.iS
bright. There are over 25 of the
big close freight engines which have
been working hard all the winter
handling the increased business, and
Many will need overhauling."
A STITCH IN TIME
Will save nine. So will a bottle of
Ballard's Horehound Syrup always kepton hand save many a spell of sickness.A sure cure for Coughs, Coldb, Bron-
chitis and Whooping Cough. tars. 8-,Hot Springs. Ark.. writes: "I keep abottle of Ballard's Horehound Syrup In
my medicine chest, and thank my fore-
thought many times. It has preventedmany severe spells of sickness."
Sold by all druggists.
_ "The doctor said he would put me
on my feet again in two weeks."
"Well, didn't he do it?"
"He did, Indeed. I had to sell my
auto to pay his bill -Smith's Week-
ly..
Direct from Tampa
' /Umber Case of
Havana Blossom
5c Cigars
The rich, full aroma of
Havana Blossom'' 'has cer-
tainly caught tie 'fancy of
Paducah smokers, if we may
judge by the demand. Just
received another'esse direct
from Tampa last evening and
wvohould like for you to try
them. They're not made for
style," you know, hut the









CANNOT REACH INLAND TOWNS
BF:CAUME OF BAD ROADS.
Wholesale Houses Bear Expenses
- Without Any Iteinens-savery-
men Suffer.
The constant rains have made
roads in the Ohio valley impassable
and besides the thousands of dollars
losteln trade to mercnants, liverymen
'have lost property and suffered great
'damage.
I "You see drummers going out on a
trip. Maybe you will put it in the pa-
per that they left, but you. miss the
real story," a traveling man declar-
ed this morning. "I have not sold
l enough goods the .past month to
make my expenses in tne rural dis-
tricts. We just can not get into the
country towns because of impassable
roads. Liverymen refused in many
districts in southern Illinois and wes-
tern Kentucky to hire teanis. Some
times horses have been drowned
while trying to swim swollen streams
attached to the buggy. Harness nas
been broken up by nerd pulling
through the mud; teams kept out
many hours over time because of the
difficult traveling and :etters by the
score are received from our houses
Jacking us up about dull trade. Tney
can not understand that we can not
get to the towns. I venture whole-
salers in every line have lost more
money this winter from the rains and
rises in the river than in years."
Tom Johnson's $10.
While a group of horsemen wore
arguing for a speedway before Mayor
Johnson a distinguished-looking,
well-dreed man entered the office
and insisted on pulling the mayor
aside.
"But you do not owe me the mon-
ey-I never saw you before," mid
the mayor at,:tast loudly.
"But you must remember," Insist-
ed the visitor. "Months ago I came
there despondent and broke and you
gave me $ia). That are was the
stainer for a fortune. I have made
81,000,000 lance then. Here is 'the
$10," and the visitor tucked a $10
bill into the mayor's hand
"I really don't believe I ever saw
you before, but since you insist I ac-
cept, and hope -you make a million
more," said the mayor.-Cleveland
special to New York Work!.
CONGRESS ACTS ON
MANY MEASURES
. V'actington, Feb. 1.-The senate
today began its session with a lecture
from Senator Hale, who contended
that too mach talking and not enough
work was being done. He had partic-
ular reference to his inatri:Ity to se-
aura itaseage of the diplomatic and
consular and the fortifications appro-
priation brine which were on the cal-
endar. Before the session ended theee
two measures had been disposed of.
Senator Beveridge concluded tits
speech in tuivonacy of' his child labor
bill which bas occupied three days.
His argument today was devoted to
the constitutional power of congress
to prohibit interstate commerce in
child-made good-. He wae questioned
somewhat closely by senators who
hold this power deep not exist, and in
replying, took-abe broad ground that
the power of congress over interstate
and foreign commerre wati absolute;
that such commerce could be orohlb-
Red altogether 88 tilT as the power
was concerned, and that in s'.1 MAPS
qiie tion of policy and not of power
the point to be considered.
The house today passed the senate
bill increasing the board of customs
of appraisers In New York from 101
to 12 and also passed the senate bill
making provision for conveying a
Milt) of ground in St. Augustine, Fits.,
known as the "Linea" for school pur-
I
poses.
Favor Free Secdm .
The aaricoltunat ripproprIation bill
occupied the boos* rnost of *the day
r
end as usual when the amendment
:tracing colt the free diatribution of
.eeede was Teethed, members from tail,
farming districts outvoted those from
II the cities, reversed a ruing of the
ohair by a vote of 1%a to 85 and re-
stored the paragraph as has been thet
.law for a number of years.
Retommendation of the committee
on agriculture to Increase the salaries
of Chief Forester Pinebot, and Chief
of the Burecou of Chemistry Wiley
from 81,00,0 to 84,500 went out on a
point of order.
' An Important ,athentiment ecie
adopted that no retie of the money
appropriated for expenses hi *e en-.
foecement of the national pone Mod
lew atatim'a) be paid to any state, city
,or district r o 17101aL, the amendment
beteg. toted on the theory that state*
'b',+1 it 4'X Petite abaft °Wel 'parks lend
111 V S. and thif federal government doI
the same. Atter oompleting nearly 50
IMilrivi of the bill and perfecting it in
some particulars the house adjourned.
o•





A Sale of Surpassing Interest
4i
A Matchless Offering of Fine, Hand,Tailored Suits, Overcoats, Raincoats
and other Lines at About Half Their Real Value.
THIS occasion affords an opportunity of unusual importance for you to supply yourclothing needs, either present or future. Our Green Tag Sale has been in operation
nearly a week..and will end Saturday night at 10 o'clock. We have added to each of the
three lots in the Men's Clothing Section Blue and Black Suits and Raincoats, which will
be on sale in the morning.
GREEN TAG SALE PRICES ON
Men's Black and Fancy Suits, /
Overcoats and Raincoats
Lot 1 Contains men's Black and Fancy Snits and Overcoats that
 $5.00
Lot 2 Contains Men's Black and Fancy Snits, Overcoats and
Raincoats that sold up to $20.00. Green Tag Sale 
$1 0100
Lot 3 Contains Men's Black and Farley Suits, Overcoats and
Raincoats that sold up to $40.00. Green 'fag Sale_____.. .S15.00price
Every Man's Fancy Suit and Overcoat in
the House Included in This Sale.
GREEN TAG SALE PRICES ON
Men's Fancy Vests
Lot 1. This line is composed mostly of $1.50 and $2.00 goods.
However, all the broken sizes of the $2.50 lines have also 
$1 10been added. Your choice 
Lot 2. In this line are our $3 00, 13.50 and $4.00 t IE
White and Fancy Vests. Your pick of the lot for........
Lot 3. This Ifne is composed of $5.00, $6.00 and $7.50 el 7K
White and Fancy Vests. Your choice for__ OJe 1 J
GREEN TAG SALE PRICES ON
Men's Soft and Stiff Hats
Lot I. Consists of 75 Soft and Stiff Imperial and bud' 
$1 95low $:l.00 Hats. Mostly light colors . 
Lot 2. Consists of 60 $4.00 Stetsons and $5.00 Knox S2 30Soft Hats, Your Choice for 
GREEN TAG f4.4.LE PRICES ON
Hosiery, Handkerchiefs and Neckwear
15 dozen 50c Fancy Hose, Reduced to 35c, three for_ $ 1.00
25 dozen 25c Fancy Hose, reduced to 20c, three for 50C
10 dozen 25c Silkoline Handkerchiefs, reduced to 15c siev ,11
for $ 1 .00
An elegant assortment of Neckwear, consisting of English Squares,
Ascotts, Club Ties, Puffs and Four-in-Hands, at the remark-












GREEN TAG SALE PRICES ON
Men's Shirts
Lot 1 consists of 30 dozen 519c Negligee and Stiff Bosom 34
Shirts. A rare bargain 
Lot 2. 50 dozen 81.00, $1.50, $2.00, $2.50 and $3.50 Stiff Bosom
Shirts, including ''Monarchs,' • ''Cluett's'' and ''Wallerstein's".
This is the lot that sold last week at 79c. They are now re- 63c
duced to
•
Lot 3. Includes the entire balance of our Stiff Bosom Shirts that
formerly sold at $l 50 and up, and all of our $1.50 Men's Negligee
and Plaited Bosom Shirts, cuffs attached or detached. 
$11 1 0Now reduced to
Lot 4. Includes all $2 and above Men's Negligee and Plaited
Bosom Shirts, cnffs attached or detached. Now 
$1.35reduced to
GREEN TAG SALE PRICES ON
Winter Underwear
Choice of our $2.00 and $2.50
Uuderwear and Union $1 60Suits  
Choice of our $3.00 and $3.50
Underwear and Union $2.50
Suits
Choice of our /4.00 Un-
derwear and Union Suits 04 ILU
-
Choice of our 15.00 Un- eA nn
derwear and Union Suits Q'tiUU
Choice of ourft$6.00 and $7.50
Underwear and Union $4.50
Suits
Choice of our $10.00 Under-
wear and Union Suits $6.00
GREEN TAG SALE PRICF24ON
Nien's Trousers.
$1.50 Pants now I




i10.  now  
I 6 .4 s
%.50 Pants. now , 
4.00 Pants now  2.83
$3.0oat 50 Pants now 
5.00 Pants now tta
6.00 Pants now 
6.59 Pants now  4.73
3.2.17.50 Pants now 
8.90 Pants now  3.30
GREEN TAG SALE PRICES ON
Wool and Lined Leather Gloves
8 .50 Gloves now $ .40
1.00 Gloves now.... . .S0
Ci50 Gloves now  1.20
2.00 Gloves now  1.00
$2.50 .Gloves now $2.00
300 Gloves not  2.40
3.54 Moves now 
5.01) Gloves now 3 75
GREEN TAG SALE IN THE BOYS' SHOP
GREEN TAG f4.414F: PRICIN ON
Children's Clothing
Lot 1. Choice of 125 Boys' and Children's $2.00, $2.50
and $3.00 Suits and Overcoats, now
'boa 2. Choice of 150 Boys' and Children's Suits and
Overcoat:, that sold up to $4.00, now
Lot 3. Choice of over 200 Boys' and Children's S
and Overcoats that sold up lo $5.50, now -
Lot 4. Choice of 175 Boys' and Children's Suits
Overcoats that sold up to 17.00, now
Lot S. Choice_ of 100 Boys' and Children's 13,4ite,
Overcoats that sold from 17.50 u to r12.50, now









(IlitligN TAG l4A1E PRICES ON
Boys' and Juvenile Sweaters,
Hats and Caps
Lot .382. Blue and Red Boys' and Juvenile Sweaters, Un
ages 3 to 15, were 75c, now. 
Lot aga. Gray, Red tend White Juvenile Military 69cSweater Coats, ages 3 to 7, were $1.00, now 
Lot 384. Blue, White, Red and Gray Sweater Jackets 7LAand Juveniles, ages 3 to 15, were $1.00, now .... I
Lot 3e4ff. Browa, Red, White and Blue Sweater
Jackets and Norfolks, ages :1 to 15, were $1.50, now $1.10
Lot 386. White, Red and' Blue Norfolk Sweater and Jacket.,ages 4 to 6.and Turtle Neck Sweaters, sizes 30 to 32, ti Litwere 12.00 and 12.50, ebw I.
1.451 387. Child's Sailor flat*.-Polts and Velvets, were $1
eml $1.50: and 65 Child's 50c Caps, sizes 6 1-8 to 6 5.9,
and 50 Child's 25e allid 50e Ceps, site's 6 1-8 to 6 541, 10-C




BY THE SUN PUBLISHINOCO.
INCORPORATED
T. M. FISHER. President.
A J. PAXTON. General Manager.
sunICRWTION RATIElls
Watered at the poptorriceirat Padova.
my.. as second class tnatter e
TRIM DAILY SUN
By carrier, per week $ .19
By mall, per month, in adranoe .26
By mail, per year. in advance 3.60
THE WEEKLY SUM
"sr year, by man, postage pale—Mee
Addrees THE SUN. Paducah, Hy.
1Dfliee, 116 Mouth Third. Peones iall
--.
Payne & Young. eikseage and New
fort representatives,
„ THE etTN can be round at the follow-
,' places:










1 ........3'882 .e 3808
2 . • . .,..i. .3478 17 . .,.....i.  3874
a  389.0 18  3'899
4  3891 19 .........898
5.,  3897 21 - . 389.0
7.. .. , .... 3875 22-  3877
8  3873 23  3844
9  3854 24  36•82
10  3.9.01 25  3804
11  3837 24  3846
12 • 3824 28 .. . .. - -4299
14.. ...... 3826 29..-...s. .4239




Average for Janulerje 19'7 .....3912
Average for January, 1906..s .3713
Personalty appeared before me,
this Feb. 1, 1907, E, J. Paxton, gen-
eral manager of The Sun, who ((t-
erms that the above statement of
the circulatiop of The Sun for the
month of Jen., 19.07, is true to the
beet of his kmoeledge and belief.
PETER PURYEAR,
Notary Poetic.
My commission eispires January..,,,
22, 19.0.8.
Daily Thought. .
"Faith is to Man what the founda-






































































































hold of the Commercial
the face of discourage-
made it an institution
good of
them doing this,













merits, and of power
fold multiplied.
of the club





















of which was .wasted.





















































































on both rat/road lines the urgency
of locating ticket and freigtst offices
on Broadway, and this city feature
has been vouebsafect P)aducati.
It was theough the Commercial
elub that the Iowa delegation of over
lee prominent westerners was intro-
duced to real Kentucky hospitality
in such an unexpected and altogether
charming manner, that every publica-
tion in Iowa of any important*, de-
voted columns, not only of the hos-
pitality of Paducah, but to her com-
mercial advantages, the knowledge
of the subject they displayed indi-
cating that the Commercial club
committee did not fail in its duty to
Impress on the stranger within our
gates the manifold blessings Provi-
dence lhate bestowed on this city.
The year *as closed with the in-
ducement of Me. Harry Finley, to lo-
cate his glass plant in this city, un-
der a contract to erect buildings and
guaranty a payroll of 63,000 weekly.
These are some of the things ac-
complished by the Commercial club
that have reached the stage where
publicity is not fatal. All business
men recognize the benefits, the neces-
sity of having such an institution.
The harvest is ripe, and if the mem-
bers start the new year properly, the
Paducah Commercial 'club will begin
its annual work under conditions,
the most auspicious in Its :historj,
HAWESVILLE'S PERIL.
Hawesville Is a dry town, tow dry
the liquor dealers of Cloverport know
best, for aosording to the Eireckin-
ridge News, Hawesville was on the
verge of a panic—a tort of municipal
delirium tremens—when the high
water terminated river and rail con-
nections with townseof more liberal
views. But Cloverport catne to the
rescue as shown by the following ex-
tract from the News:
Hae-esvilte got her booze all
right.
Hawesville came near having
a booze famine last week, caused
by the flood, but Cloverport
averted the catastrophe, by furn-
iebing it in wagon loads.
Good old Cloverport, with all
her fs.ulte Hawesville loves her
skill.
Cloverport had the booze and
Hawesville had the thine, and
when the local supply of the
stuff that paints men's noses
gave out and the floods stopped
railroad and boat traffic some en-
terprising and accommodating
?) saloonkeeper ihad an idea;
It could be toted in wagons
across the country- from Clover-
port. And Hawesville got her
booze.
But let it be said to Ilawee-
vele's credit that She does not
endorse the -liquor traffic, as was
Shown in the local option elec-
tion last fall when Hawesville
end Hancock county went dry.
It was just some fellows who
wanted to put in full time dur-
ing the last days of the saloon.
Anyhow, Hawesville got her
booze
A FARMER'S VIEW.
A Graves county farmer writes to
he Mayfleld Messenger in the follow-
ng vein: •
"We are taxed and taxed and al-
ways will be. We now have a road
ax.
"Let that be as it may, we have
his tax to. pay and as I think a very
oor prospect of ever having any-
fling like good roads. We have had
he dirt roads always and we know
hey are a failure and always will
e. -
"You may work them when you
ylIl and how eon will the same thing
will continue to exist, especially at
his season of the year—bad roads.
t does seem to me tbat the people of
raves county will become so die-
plated with our dirt roads or rather
ur mud roads that they will be
eady to do away with them entirely
nd have teem graveled, something
hat will be pernianent and teeing,
me that will he as good In January
s it is in Jnne.
"I believe If we will do away with
he present system of road working
nri,as the Messenger halo frequent-
y stated, bond the county, say for
200,000 for :10 years, and have our
reds graveled, which I believe will
e cheaper and no doubt by far the
est. I think the time, demand such
clads when we take into considere-
loti-the vast amount" of travel that
toes over our public higeways, not
niy of our own county, hut ii,11 the
djoining counties, and a great pot-
ion of it with heavily loaded wagons.
Ruling tobseen and other products
is market at a time of year when no
irt roads ran stand *rich strains "
THE JOKEIRMITH.
Patience --" How do you know
Puy is alone?"
Patrice---"Because I hear her sing-
"Rut that's no sign,"
"Yes, It is If there was anyone
ith her she'd be talking "--sTonkers
t•tesman.
"Has your son arrived at years of
iscretion?"
"Oh, yes, He's about to be mar-
led." • .
."ilow roe contradict you•selft"—
i a-wetland Leader.
THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN
NEWS OF KENTUCKY
Burned to Death,
Dawson, Ky., Feb. 1.—While Mrs.
Otho Beshear was putting a kettle of
beans on the tire to cook at her
home at Hamby Station, her cloth-
ing caugnt fire and she was so badly
burned that death resulted about two
o'clock in the afternoon. When her
clothing caugat lire she called to her
husband, who was in the back part
of the room, to come to her rescue
Mr. Beshear is almost blind and
could not locate her at once as she
kept moving about the room, but suc-
ceeded in throwing some water upon
her which did not extinguish the fire.
She rushed to the bed and set it a
tire, also, and soon after a son-In-law
rushed in and succeeded in putting
out the fire, but Mrs. Beshear was so
badly burned that she died in the af-
ternoon as stated above.
Gobbler Knew Her.
Owensboro, Ky., Feb. 1.—Jesse
McIntyre, of the Yelvington neighbor-
hood, was presented before Justice
Rodman yesterday on a warrant
charging him with having stolen four
turkeys from Mrs. E. L. Lyons. He
waived examining trial and was held
over to the grand jury under bond of
$50.
The prosecution would 'nave un-
dertaken to show some unusual
proof, including the identification of
Mrs. Lyons by one of her turkeys.,
The turkeys were at the produce
house of Miller Bros. Mr. Lyons went
to the establishment, pointed out
four turkeys white he said were his
and said they had been unlawfully
taken from his premises near Yee
vington. His ability to identify his
turkeys among so great a number was
called in question. "Well," he said,
"my wife can come here and call that
gobbler and he will answer her."
Mrs. Lyons did come and, stand-
ing in front of the turkey pen called,
"Gob, gob!" That was the name of
the gobbler. He ran to her immedi-
ately and ate corn from her hand. At
least, this ie what the prosecution
said they could show. They did not
have an opportunity, however, as Mc-
Intyre waived examining trial. He ex-




Some official figures pubLiseed the
otter day in the London Times
Sir William White indicate thet at
the present time Great Britain's 909
power is more than equal to the com-
bined navies not of any two but of
any three countries in the world.
The figures cited by Sir William
White cover the six years ending on
March 31, 1906, and compare the
tonnage of firseciass battleships bunt
and completed for sea by the _United
Kingdom, Germatry, France and the
United States daring that period.
Great Britain conetructed vessels ag-
gregating 348,385 tons; Germany,
143,122 tons; the United States, 101 -
210 tons, and France, 44,295 tons. It
Is obvious that -the aggregate tonnage
built "luring the sexennial term by the
three countries last mimed fell short
of the tonnage created in the same
time In the United Kingdom by 50,-
00.0 tone—New York Sun.
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAI e
/fiery dose makes you feel better. Las-Poe
keeps your whole insides right. Sold on the
money-back plan everywhere Price Soc nits.
Beheaded stud Deprived of Vote.
Ludwig Tessnow, the child murder-
er, who has been on his trial at Grelfs-
wad. Germany, for the pate 10 days.
has been sentenced to death, having
been convicted on two separate
counts. The verdict condemns him
to be beheaded twice, while he is
given two years' Imprisonment upon
he third charge of murderous assault
Finally he is to suffer loss of his po-
litical rights.—bonekin Daily Mail.
NATURE AS A RECONSTRUCTOR.
"Nature repairs her ravages—re-
pairs them with her sunshine and
with human labor."
Osteopathy is one of Nature's most
used instruments in repairing her
ravages. Take the Osteopathic treat-
ment of headaches. It locates the pri-
mary cause and removes it, not in
administering a common known sed-
ative to on' and all alike, hut by a
simple mechanical manipulation.
So, in digestive disorders Osteop-
athy restor.s the nervous equilibri-
um to the stomach, bowels, liver,
pancreas, etc., and ft unity of action
established the disorders are readily
controlled and cured.
Constipation can be cured only by
()Nerving nature's laws. The regular
movements of the bowels depend on
their nerve and blood supply. If one
or thewither la disturbed 'inany way
there is diaoreer—sickness. Osteop-
athy here again is Nalttre's cure.
I should like to tell you personally
at a*y time of the great success I am
having .It the treatment and refer.
you to some of yore friends who will
eagerly attest to what Oeteeptithy ii
doing or has done for them. Phone
me at 1407 at any time
DR. CI B. FROAGE,
516 Broadway.
WIEBOLDT
FATHER AND DAUGHTER MAYBE
IN PADUCAH,
Chicago Reporter Supposed to Have
Interviewed Her as She Was
Boarding Train,
Are W.R. Wieboldt and his daugh-
ter, Martha, in Paducah?
Chicago detectives believe that the
man, who burned his own furniture
store at 1302 Belmont avenue, Chica-
go, did not comrait suicide, as was re-
ported, but that he and his daugh-
ter, Martha, implicated with him,
came to Paducah to the home of Mrs.
Emma Hale, who holds a mortgage
on the store,
The story tnat they committed su-
icide by jumping in the lake wits told
by another daughter, Agatha.
The condition in which the furni-
ture store was found after the fire
was extinguis'ned indicated beyond
doubt that it was set on fire. All
through the building cotton blankets
saturated with coal oil were laid in
a long train, and in some places cot-
ton signs and excelsior were stacked.
Wieboldt lost large sums speculat-
ing, and he was heavily int-eyed. He
stock was fully insured.
A later special, from Chicago states
that the young woman was inter-
viewed by a reporter -as she was
boarding en Illinois Central train for
Kentucky. She said her father killed
himeeM
Mrs. Emma Hale, wife of J. K.
Hele, has lived near Grand Rivers for
two years but her relatives believe
she has no friends by the name of
Wieboldt in Chicago.
It 'is said his daughter. Martha,was
seen to hoard a train for Paducah
Wednesday.
FOR SALE.
Double frame house, two stories,
four blocks from Broadway on South
Third street, between (lark and Ad-
ams, 16 rooms. 8 on each side. Sew-
erage connection, gas and city wa-
ter. Lot 72%173 feet with stable, coal
house and other out buildings, con-
crete sidewalks and brick street in
front of premises. Excellent location
for boarding house. Price $4,000. H.
('. Hollins, Trueheart Bldg. Tele-
Phone 127.
Platinum,
A promisieset French:. writer ele-
ploree the vanishing stock of the
world's platinum, says, the London'
Globe. Al lithe knicrien deposits are
becoming exhausted. and the price
Is going up to the prohibitive extent.
In 1876 the metal could be. bought
for $10-0 the kilogramme. Four years
later it had doubled; in 19-01 lit had
quadrupled. and today the price is
$1,2+00 per kilogramme, or twice the
price of gold. Even that is for crude
platinum. The worked metal is
twice as dear again. Considering
how rna•ny Industries are now ante-
lutedy dependent on platinum, the
question of replacing it by some real-
ly efficient alloy or combination Is
acquiring vital importance.
Teacher—"Now, Johnny, you may
give me the definition of 'exercise.' "
Jonnny—"Exercise is work what
a fellow likes to do because it isn't
work."
The French law treats the frog as
If -it were a fish, and declares all
fishing for it at night to be poaching.
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Loans and fltfiCOnnte . - .
OT rdrafte, aecured and unsecured
U.S. floods u, secure circu'atIon
woods, Securities, etc 
Ranking house, furniture aad ax-
Mires 17.000 00
Merchandise account 9,916 os
Due from National Hanks took Re-
serve &omit) 
Doe from Mate banks and banker 
Due froin approved reserve agents
Checks and other (ARA item.,  
Notes of other National Dania -
Fractional paper currency, nickels
and °ants  . . . .... Mee
LAWFOL MONISM RIMinitr1 1. 5. 55
•46
Spode ..... 930113 50
Legal- tender note; 17,000 00
Redemption fund with IT, S. tress.
ore (3 per cent of circulation...-. 2.500 00
Total 91,019.921 75
IIABILIT11111,
Capital stock Paid in
surplusrunS
Undivided profits, lees szpeniess and
taxes paid —
National Rank notstionittendlin
Due to Meer Nac)onal Soaks
Due to slide banks and bankers 
Due to Trust Companiee and laseinis
Casks
Ind 1 deposits nunjeet Iocii.ck
Tints omtineatte, of depotia 






















I, rid L Atkins, Ceding of the abelfe
Named bask, do *measly swear that the above




iinhiVrthed sod sworn to before me title tots
(Weenie, 1907
1. WILL etrutteer, Notary Public.
McCracken tensity K wacky,
My coin' lotion aspires Merton II, 1900.
Oorrett attest :
OW'). C. TIMM t'SON.
LOUIS if KM*, ?Ilifeirtiffa
M. F. IIMADODAW,
PRIDAY, FEBRUARY 1. Air
Sore Head, Sore Nose, Sore Throat, Sore Lips, Sore Face,
Sore Chest, Sore Muscles, Sore Back, Neuralgia?,
Catarrh, Fever Blisters,
Sore Joints, Sore Feet,
Frost Bites, Soft Corns?
Muscular
Rheumatism?
Burns, Cuts, Sprains, Bruises, Swellings
and Ittfinmmations? Use
It Cools, It Soothes, It Cures.
Unequaled after Shaving. Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded:




Al Tremendous Reductions From Former Prices
Our prices are always away under what you
find elsewhere, and at such reductions as we
put on now you do yourself an injustice not
to buy. A look will convince you.
U. G. GULLETT 6 CO.
Incorporated.)
We Save You Money on Every Purchase
Skidoo Stick the Latest Craze in turn the opposite way from which itwas turning. This secret will not be
i favored
East and is Easily Made and Used 
shown rromiscously by the
Skidoo Stick! The latest thing.
School boys will'make them. Girls
wilt be crazy about them. Old men
will gaze with raptured amazement
at the mystic revolutions of the card-
board square on the end of a stick.
Mechanics wilt ponder over the laws
of friction and gravitation which
make the simple act of rubbing the
notches on the stick with a round
pencil, cause the cara-board square
to revolve.
"Twenty-three! "I'Ls the secret of
the stick. On the stick are twenty-
three notches, even:). made. Twelve
on one corner, eleven on the opposite.
Twelve and eleven are twenty-three.
Skidoo sticks are easily made
Hard wood in preforable but ('vu'
soft pine will do. Anybody can muck
them. Skidoo sticks are all the re
In the east. They had gotten as far
as 'Cincinnati when a drummer'
brought the secret to Paduea.h. They
came from the east but everybody In
Pladuc-ah will he from R1199Ottri
the secret is learned.
Here's how a skidoo etick is made: i
Take a square Piece of wood a foot
long, about a half inch to the sided
Out one end off squarely and evenly.'
Then on one corner of the stick cut
twelve notches a quarter of an inch
deep. Begin, the notches a half inch
from the end of- the stick and cut
them the seta) size until you have
cut twelve. Be careful that the
notches are plumb true.
Then on exactly the opposite etc-
ner of the stick out eleven ffetchee
begihniing a half Incite nom the end
of the stick erre the tame site as the
notches on the other Mile. When
that meet of the skidoo *tick is corn-
pteted, the notches will be the mys-
tic power that mules the cardboard
to revolve. Itre an ordinary pocket
knife to whittle out the notehes. A
harlow is beet because the Feel', seems
surer v:hen a barlew is used.
The last operation la to cut a piece
or card-troard, en thick as shoe box
eard-board, about one inch emelt bald
or three quarters square Pierce
this pies* of card-board smartly in
the center with ai pin and neck the
pin into the eneof the skidoo stick.
Stitt( It down firmly Ines the skidoo
click. Whirls t bit .cali'd -txxtrd Lang
ground with your firmer 'mei It turn*
eerely on the
oo There yon have the complete ski-
doo stick.
To make that sontre teaceite of it-
self, take an ordinary retild Pencil
and rub It up and down over the
notches on one corner of the skidoo
stick and watch the card-board re-
volve. It does not make any differ-
ence white side of the stick you rub,
though, of course, you must rub ,the
notches.
To those persons who have been
initiated into the final deg: ie of the
Order of Skidoo Sticks, it is known
how to make the card-board reverse
its revolutions and without stopping.
T. J. Martin, a Cincinnati drum-
mer, brought; the secret to Padecale
and as yet few peolee have seen it in
operation.
Jack—"By the way, how is your
suit with Miss Cashleigh progress-
ing?"
Tow—"Slowly. • I'm playing a
wafting game just now."
Jack—"A waiting game?"
Tom—"Yes;. I'm waiting for her
to change her mind. "—Columbia Dis-
patch.
TO LET
Several superior offices: on second and
third &ors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices—


















































Made - to - Order Trousers
$5.00, $6.00, $7,00
FOR the next thirty days Ishall make you up a pair
of Trousers from our best im-
ported and domestic woolens
for $5, $6 and $7. In the rem-
nants on hand are pieces of
goods that run up to $12 and
more 'values, and I guarantee
„the fit and workmanship of all
work.
SOLOMON
The Popular Price Tailor















-For Di. Pendley ring 416.
-Drink Belvedere the master
brew,
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath 4001/2
Broadway, Phone 196.
-When you order a rig from us
you are talking to one of the pro-
prietors or capable clerks (not a
driver or hostler) who. writes, files
and fills the oeedr at appointed time.
Palmer Transfer Co.
-Paducah police have been noti-
fied to keep a lookout for Jesse Cee,
alias Cole colored for whom a re-
ward of $1,500 is offered. He is al-
leged to have murdered Patrolman
Charles Russell, of Indianapolis, Ind.
The negro is a native of Kentucky.
-City subscribers to the Daily
Sun who wish the delivery of their
papers stopped must notify our col-
lectors or make their requests di-
rect to Tres Sun office. No attention
will be paid to such orders when
given to our carriers. Sun Pub. Co.
-Drink Belvedere the Paducah
beer.
-Get your meale at ,.Whitehead's
restaurant, 215 Broadway these bad
days. Nice, polite serviod guaran-
teed.
-For high-grade wallpaper see
Kelly & Umbaugh, 321 Kentucky Av.
-Belvedere beer is a home pro-
duct. Remember that.
-Place your orders for wedding
invitations at home. The Sun shows
as great an assortment as you find
anywhere at prices muce lower than
you pay elsewhere.
-A committee has been appointed
to see to enlarging the Mission Bap-
tist church on North Twelfth street.
The rapidly growing congregation
calls for more room. The Rev. J. R.
Clark, assistant to the Rev. Calvin
M. Thompson, of the First Baptist
church, will conduct services at toe
mission church each Sunday.
-You know your calling cards
are correct when they come from The
Sun. Scrips cards and plate $1.50 a
hundred, be Old English $3.
-Wedding invitations, announce-
ments ane every character of en-
graved work is given careful, per-
sonal attention at The Sun.
-Henry Beasley, colored, 51 years
old, of 735 North Ninth street. died
this morning of stomach trouble.
The body will be buried tomorrow af-
ternoon in Oak Grove cemetery.
'-Globe Wernicke filing •ea sets and
all supplies for them, also the beet
line of carbons. A full line of blank
books and all kinds of office supplies;
Telephone orders Promptly filled. Ole
phone 436. 11, D. Clements & Co.
-We have Slug Shot that will de-
itroy all in:ects on plants; and Plant
Food-teat will make plants grow
Brunson, h29 Broadway.
-Sexton, the sign writer, all
kinds deign and advertising wiesing,
fine painting of every character, in-
side work and carriage painting and
repairing. Phone '401
-Richard Bailey, colored, 65
years old, died Of consumption. The
body will be buried tomorrow after-
noon In Oak Grove cemetery.
-Dr. V. Blythe has moved from
Fraternity building to 525 Broarlwa)
next to Register building. Office
phones 870. residence 272.
-Upright piano* from $150 to
$200, to reeuce our stock of slightly
weed pianos we make these offers. W.
T. Miller & Bro.. 518 Broadway.
-Mr. J. H. Garrison, of West
Broadway. Is at the head of II corpo-
ration under course of organization
which will be capitalized at $25,000
to buy 15,000 acres of timber land in
Tennessee.
FOR MAIN,.
Frame residence of 12 rooms. DV
Trimble street, having cellar, four
closets. hath, hot and cold water.
grates throughout, large. rotnfortie
fife poorest, two *Mesa.' Let lefix105.
having large *able, cistern, whiter
and summer kitchen. Everything in
good condition. H. ('. Hotline, True-
heart Bldg; Telephone 127.
Subscribe for The
NEGRO T(;) GET PLUM IN OHIO
President to Appoint Colored Official
In Senator Foraker's Town..
Washington, Feb. 1.e. President
Roosevelt has decided to appoint a
negro to federal office In Ohio. The
man selected is Ralph Tyler- of Co-
lumbus, and he probably will be giv-
en the place of surveyor of customs
at Cincinnati, the home of Senator
Foraker, who has been fighting the
administration in' the Brownsville
matter, taking the side of the dis-
charged colored soldiers.
The president has been Impressed
by the professed friendship of Sena-
tors Foraker and Dick for the colored
race and believes that they should
have opportunity to show this in a
concrete way. It is understood that,
appreciating the strength of the
president's position, the Ohio sena-
tors will not oppose Tyler's coeiir-
mation.
At present New York is the only
northern state in which negroes hold
federal office, On numerous occasions
in the past the president has desired
to appoint negroes in other northern
states, but has been deterred by the
Opposition of Republican senators
and representatives from taose states.
FOR SALE OR RENT.
Two Mort frame residence In
choice locality on Jefferson street,
convenient to city. Ten bed looms,
kitchen, dining room, two pantries,
trunk rooms, closets throughout, at-
tic, bath room- latticed hack porch,
two. large halls, all hardwood finish
down maim. Rooms large, newly pa-
pered and attractive Situated on an
elevated lot 50x165. There is a good
commodious stable, coal house and
other outebuildings on the premises.
Yard is well shaded and amply pro-
vided with concrete and bricked pave-
ments. For rent at $53 per month or
for sale at $6,000. H. C. Hotline,
Trueheart Bldg., Telephone 127.
Chief Justices.
Chief Justices do not rssign. From
John Marshall's time till now none
has resigned. Taney, Chase and Waite
diedsin good eealth. Nor under any
circumstances would he agree with
a Republican president to resign to
enable the latter to name a Republi-
can to succeed him.
The press cannot know the sort of
Democrat Mr. Fuller is. It cannot
know the force of J1f1 custom which
makes the chief justiceship an obit.'
gation for iffe as well as an inviola-
ble life honor. To be sure, MeChase
was suspected of desiring the presi-
dency, but ne held the chief justice-
ship till he died. Mr. Fuller regards
his office as of equal rank with that.
of the president and as a place of




Entertains With a Tacky Party.
3,1168 Flossy Like very delightfully
entertained a number of friends at
her home on South Sixth street on
Thursday evening with a tacky party.
Retreehments were served during the
evening and the occeetion was a very
jolly one. Prizes were given for the
most unique costume. The ladYes
prize went to Mists Mollie Sullivan,
and the gentleman's prize to Mr. Yel-
len Quanies. Those present were:
Misses Eases Smith, Lucy Ghoheon,
Edna Hays, Mollie Sullivan, Flotese
Like and Misa Garland; Messrs, Will
Bouland, Arthur Bettland, Silas How-
ard, Velein Quarles and Mr. Like.
Informal Dame for Visitors.
There will be an informal dance
this evening in the parlors of Dr. I.
B. Howell at the Columbia Buileing.
It Is gotten up by several of the
young society men in honor of visit-
ors in the city.
Kalosophic Club.
The Kalosophic club met this
morning with Mits Elliabetle Sinnott,
of North Ninth street. Miss Marjorie
Scott discussed "Current Topics" very
Interestinge). "Greek Comedy" was
discussed by Miss Blanche Hills in
an able. paper. Miss Hallie Hisey gave
a comprehensive resume of "The De-
velopment of the Roman Drama."
Clever Entertainment This Evening.
The Junior Guild of Grace Belem-
pal church will give a clever little
entertainment in two parts this even-
ing at the parish house of the church.
Part- I is a "Tetley Turvey Concert"
by six girls. Part II es a comedy
drama in two aots .entitled "A 1.3:ack
Diamond." This will be presented
by a talented cast composed of some
of the founger society girls and sev-
ere& young men.
Enjoyable Dance Last Evening.
A number of the society boys gave
a very delightful dance last evening
at the Knights of Pythiee hell. It
was chaperoned by Mrs. Jetta eiobson.
Mrs. Annabel Sebree add Mrs. Law-
rence Gleaves. There were fourteen
couples present.
Card Party for Mrs. Sanders.
Mrs. Hughes McKnight and Miss
Sarah SaAders issued invitations this
afternoon to a card party for the af-
ternoon of Wednesday, February 6,
at Their home on West Jeffereon
Street, in honor of Mrs. William Da-
vis Sanders, of Columbus, Miss., their
guest.
The Woman's Club.
The VVoman's club met yesterday
afternoon at the parish house of
Grace- Episcopal church in regular
sememosseh.ly teeseion. A business
meeting was held at 2 o'clock. Mrs.
James 'Rudy, the president, reported
that the deed of the purchase of the
Greif property on Kentucky avenue
for a club house had been filed. The
house committee, Mrs. I. D. Wilcox,
chairman, will take charge of the
club house at once and preparations
for putting it in complete order for
occupancy will be begun immediately.
Reports were heard from three of
the departments, Art-, Civics and Ed-
ucational yesterday.
The Art department Mies Anna
Webb, chairepati, announced the or-
ganization of that comentttee, and
outlined a line of eduicalional work
In art and arceitecture, wet a series
of lectures for the futuee:
The department of Civics, Mrs.
Sohn G. Miller, chairmen, reported
an enthusiastic preliminary meeting
yesterday morning; hut the organiza-
tion would be more fully effected at
a meeting to be held next week. This
It Pays to Ad-fer-ties.
Brer Rebbit says to Mr. Bunny, "What's
Induced you in your owe to be tilos- knots?"
"Not II" mays Bun. "It was rnY wife did that
To make ma recollect that frotyi our flat
The cook's departed, swearing mad lilts sins
And I'm to put another AVANT AD. in."
"Then if those dainty ear *rave's you prize."
Says Brer, "it sure pays you to Ad-fer•tisal"
committee has allied itself with the
"American Civic Federattan" and
will work along these lines.
The department of Education, Mrs.
Healey Overby, chairman, his se-
cured Mrs. 0 0. Mengel, a prominent
club woman of Louleviele, to address
the Paducah Woman's club on March
7 along the rine of "Educational
Needs in Kentucky." A strong plea
was entered yesterday afternoon that
the department of education try to
secure shorter hours for the Paducah
schools.
The open meeting was held at 3
o'clock and was in charge of the Must
beat department, Mrs. James Weille,
chairman. An attractive mum-teal
program tas rendered. 'rho* taking
part were: Mrs. George B. Hart, Mess
Puryear, Miss Mary Bolling, Mrs.
Lela Lewis, Mrs. Datvid Flournoy and
Miss Anne Bradshaw. Mies Virginia
Newell contributed a fine paper along
the line of musical p1-ogress and ed-
VanCeMent.
The next meeting of the elub will
be February 21, and the department
of Art will have charge. It is desired
that the business session begin
proniptly at 2 o'clock, and the open
meeting at 3 o'clock.
Card Party for Visitors.
Mrs. Herman Friedman is enter-
taining at cards this afternoon at her
home on Jefferson street in honor of
her house guests Miss Stella Levy,of
New Orleans, and Miss Bluneof Nash-
ville, and of other visitors in the
city.
The Rev. J. R. Henry, pastor of the
'Kentucky Avenue Presbyterian
church, has returned from Nashville,
Where he attended a missionary con-
ference of the states, of Kentnckv.
Tennessee and Alabama.
Mrs. Harry Elias and Mrs. Edith
Rushing, of Cairo, Ill., are visiting
Mrs. George Lehnhard, 422 South
Fourth street.'
Mrs. J.C. Tully, of Jefferson street,
is still sick from the fall she received
last Thursday. While going doein in-
to the basement Mrs. Tully fell and
sprained her left wrist badly.
Mr. and Mrs: R. Irving, of Mem-
phis, Tenn., are visiting relatives in
the city.
Mrs. Fannie Baker has reit-epee"
from Madisonville, Ky., where she
was called by the death effher sis-
ter-in-law, Mrs. S. ye-Davis,"
Miss Bettie &rester, Mr. Marvin
Scyster and Misses Laura Abel, Helen
Dunn and 'Lizzie Dunn, of Smenland,
returned home yesterday after a
brief visit in Paducah.
Mr. and Mrs. H. Hall, of Prondaitt.
Mo.. are visiting Mr. and Met. A. R.
Hall.
Mrs. King Brooks and mothet,Mre.
Nannie C. Goodwin, yesterday went
to Los Angeios. Cal., for the winter.
Miss Maud Mason, of Hickory
Grove, is visiting Mrs. Hub Pullen.
Mrs. Frank Barnhardt. of Smith-
land, is visiting in this city.
Miss Cuthbert Roach, of Gracey,
will arrive today to visit Miss Saran
Weeks of North Fourth street.
Mrs. Sallie West and daughterada,
left yesterday to visit at Hopson, KY,
Mr. Martin Vogt and fatally are
visiting in Paducah. Mr. Vogt's sa-
loon at Golconda was caught in the
high water necessitating a suspen-
sion of business.
T. L. Mahoney, an Illinois Central
dispatcher of Memphis, has recover-
ed and returned home. He had been
here tour weeks being treated for
appendicitis.
Dr. Ernest Stevens. a Paducah
dentist now residing in Paris, Ky., e.
seriously ill of typhoid fever at Par
is.
Mrs. Harry Mears and Miss Matte
Parkins will leave Monday for Chat
tanooga, Tenn., to visit.
Miss Virginia Kinney, of New
York, who has been the guest of Mist
Faith Langstaff, left today for St
Augustine, Fla., to spend the re-
mainder of the winter.
Miss Marjorie Scott will leave to
morrow for Indianola. Fla., to visit.
Mrs. William S. Banton, who hie
been the guest of Miss Julia Scott, a'
725 Madison street, will leave the
evening at 6 o'clock for HelenteArk
to attend the marriage of a friend
before returning to her home In
Atlanta..
Miss Frances Wallace leaves the
evening at 6 o'clock to visit friendt
in Helena, Ark.
A. C. Jackson. engineer at thr
King mills in Mechaniesburg, is II
at Riverside hospital where he NA,.
operated on yesterday by ler. Car
M. Sears.
Mrs. Ida Gilbert of Mayeeld road
is recovering from her recent ifinpes
Judge-"You say he humbugged
you. What do you mean by that?"
Woman--"Well. Yur ludsthip, I
don't know how to explain exactly
but if I was to say tut' Indenie wa
a 'anesome man; that would be hum
bugging you!"-Ally Slopers Half
Holiday. '
He cannot move hearts Whose heart
cannot be moved..
Tolling your troubles only
them.
v4.44.44.4.4.4.4.4.4Ar
1 IN THE COURTS 
Police Court,
W. A. Kramer, a barber accused of
entering a Meehan icatat rg barber
shop .and carrying away tools and
selling them as his own, waived ex-
amination on the charge of obtaining
money eby false pretenses, and was
held ofer under a $3014 bond which
he failed to give.
Frank James, colored, charged
wine stealing over $20 worth of
laundry from the Star laundry wagen,
was acquitted.
Pete Ca Id wee, colored, for raising
a disturbance, was fined $40 and
costa.
Other cases: William Beckenbace,
drunkenness, $1 and costs; May
Beasley, drunk and disorderly-, $30
and coats; Theobold Peters, selling
liquor without a license, continued:
Buck Whitehuret, breach of the
peace, $5 and costs, and Young Tey-
lor, same charge, dismissed; Robert
Harris and J. H. Robertson, drunk
and disorderly, $5 and coete.
Deeas Filed.
Arthur Murray to Mrs. Mary Mur-
ray, property on South Seventh sleet,
$1 and otter considerations.
Marriage License,
D. W. Simpson to Maude Perdue.
DEEDS... .... R
Cecil Reed, M. C., to Louise Welch,
property at Third and Madison
streets, $1,700.
T. W. Allen to A. J. Weldon, prop-
erty in the county., $1 and other con-
siderations. -
E. W. Whittemore to Virginia Wel-
don, property in the Weldon addi-
tion, $1 and other considerations.
Virginia Weldon, et al, to E. W.
Whittemore property in the Mt.rril
addition $1 and other' ceoneidera-
tions.
Charles Rutter, e , to Mr. R. T.
Washburn prop y in the Fountain
park addyue; $100.
etrout, Frozen In Ice, Alive.
--- That trout remain alive for a con-
siderable time after being frozen in
the ice is declared by some choppers
at Caribou who say that tney have
proved the feet to their own satis-
faction. The men were encamped
eight miles south Of Caribou on the
shore of a small pond abounding in
trout, when tney ran out of provis-
ions. It being illegal to take trout at
his time of the year, they hesitated
before fishing for teem through the
Ice, but hunger overcame their scru-
ples. They bit well and as they did
not wish to keep an oversupply on
hand where game wardens might di.-
mover them the men put all they
mould not eat into to a nearby spring
dive. They would tnen scoop them
nit as they were needed. One night
the temperature dropped suddenly,
tied in tne morning the spring, as well
ts the trout, was frozen solid. Pro-
visions had arrived the night before,
ind no attention was paid to the
ipring until the following day, when
me of the men went there with an
ix and chopped out enough for din-
ler. The trout, stiff and hard, were
eaced in a pan df cold water to thaw
me and a little later tne cook was
startled to see them open their mouth
'niggle their tails and Move about.
--Kennebec Journal.
If man was not so prone to err,
here would be no credit in nis be-
ng good.
--
Narrow, cynical Men refrigerate




A MY OF SILVER
4U
Forks that were $2.50
Now $1
Table Spoons $2 to $3
*Now $1
Tea Spoons $1.50 to $2
Now 75c
Knives $2.00 to $3.00 
Now $51'
U Mu*t13 Quick
IiEO. O. HART & SONS CO
If what you want Is "get-a-lab," a
want ad. will get it,
Money has been called "the pick-
lock that never fails." Look over the
ails, today and not *fiat amazing
things your money can do for you.
"A man who es.furniseed with arg-
uments from the mint wig quickly
convince bis'antagonist," and a mer-
chant who is armed with price-a-ege-
t-mints that appeal to the purse arta
awe'', find people responsive to them.
EAT at Whitehead's restaurant.
ROOMS--For rent with board, 212
South Fourth.
GRAY HORSE and rubber tire bug-
gy for sale cheap, 640 Broadway.
FOR Heating and Stovewood ring
137 F. Levin.
H. H. MEYER, tne fresco artist.
Old phone 1161.
ROOM and beard, 44)8 Washington.
Old phone 2,5110.
CLOTHES cleaned and repaired.
Jas. Duffy, Phone 956-a.
OVERSTREET, the painter. New
phone 1026, old Phone DM
WILLIAMS Furniture eitchange,
538 South Third. Furniture bought
and sold. 'New phone 900-a.
FOR RENT-Cheap three con-
necting rooms, with bath, 918 Mon-
roe.
FOR SALE-Nice 4-year-old horse,
safe for lady to drive-also nice run-
tebolit and harness.' Oh! Phone 958.
SEND your clothes to the Futile
IOSS Pressing club, 3021/2 Broadway.
teigh & Browder, proprietors. Hots
phones 1507.
FOR RENT-Rooms for light
housekeeping or rooms for board. Ap-kT CLARK'S SPECIAL igY 4.03 South Seventle Old phone
I dozen Clothes Pins  IS
141b bag Omega Flour 75
Alb bag Pansy Klima 0.3
bu. Irish Potatoes '35
K. dry Red Onibne. 25
loten large Sour Pickles 10
)0Ceoll large Dill Pickles  15
1 lbs. Layer Figs 25
:% Ms, Navy Beans 2.3
1 31b cans Table Peaches 50
cans cut Green Beans 25
:th can rut Asparagus Tips Sa
; cans Mousoon Asparagus VS
31b cans Baked Beans  20
; cans Standard Corn. 20
cans Formiell Peas 50
tens Bore or leharon Peas 
'tans Siscrotash 
!tbs. fried Prienee 23
1lbs Black Prunes 23
I cakes German Sweet Chocolate =
! cans Main Cream Corn 25
31?) Rose of SlEiron Beets ..1,35
'hredtred Cocoanut, per lb. 20
: nia Dry LIMP Beans-  20
1 Me Fancy Evatsorated Plidelhea:  35
;lb can white Oherrles 20
1 cane Raspberry Preserves 23
I cam Blackberry Preserves' 25
' 1Ib cans Pure Preserves 25
expand e 2 3lb cans White Heath peaches. 25
Dananam, per dozen 10
aueem Olivet, per quart 
Plesestre itself is not so expenelve i be 1104 shit 15
as the cost of getting Over It. bietAirtft's Pries asp..
1749.
FOR SALE -lease on flat H. in
Cochran apartments, and a lot of
handsome f urn it u re, eras-pets and
draperies in use only two weeks Ap-
ply, at the fiat.
WANTED--Board and room be-
tween Ninth and Twe:rth on Broad-
way or Jefferson, by young man. Pri-
vate family preferred. Address K.,
care Sun.
ANTED-HotS10 GIRL --- Ex-
perieneed girl in bemires:oil( can get
good wages and termant Position by
applying immediately at 322 North
Eighth street.-
LOST An old gold awl
chain, between ,Harboteras store Red
Sixth and Broil-way or trot's there to
302 9rnith Sixth. tRettuen to Ben
cattle for reward,
WANTED-----Young -lady bookkeeP-
er, of experience, and who under-
standa the-use of ins' Remington type
writer. Apply in own bandoriting,
and be prepared to furnish reference,
J. E, cars The Sun.
Latrson-".But I tell you he isn't a
Kentuckian, no matter what he
Says." -
Dawmon---"How do you know''"
.Lawson--"Why, the corkscrew In
his knife is rnIty."--Sonterville Jour-
DRESS SUIT ORIGIN. 1
Chicago, Jan. e-Prof. Freder-
ick Starr. of the University of Chi-
cago, recently returned from the
jungles of Africa, has analyzed the
evening dress suit, its origin and corn
ponent parts, and finds that it is a
survival of a riding habit in vogue at
the time of the Norman conquest.
800 years ago.
He explained to his class in anthro-
pology, at the university, yesterday
that the dress coat has descended
from an "old fashioned practical
coat in which a man worked and
walked." He also pointed out what
he called the real reason why waiters
dress themselves in the customary
"open-work regalia."
The anthropologist's analysts of
the dress suit_ was as follows:
The cutting away at the waist of
the coat had once the purpose of pre-
venting the coat skirts from getting
inethe...yeex, of rldinge '
" The buttons at the back of the coat
once served the purpose of fasten-
ing the skirts behind to prevent flar-
ing in the wind or wrinkling.
The pres _nt cut of the collar keeps
the now misplaced notches to allow
its being turned up or down.
The silk facings representing the
old ordinary lining.
The sham cuffs now made with a
seam around-the wrist once were real
cliffs when the sleeves were turned
back.
"Our dress suit today is only a
survival of what originally was a
riding habit. Its use was confined
entirely to the richer class. who
alone could afford to own horses.
Ween a riding habit showed signs
of wear it was given a servant. anJ
today our waiters, butlers and other
servants are using the conventional
fashion whieit originated (centuries
ago."
The stab of an angry woman's eyes




3 pkgs. Virginia Sweet Pali Cake
Flour for 
il pkg,, Raisins for 21!
3 cans .14,0n-tiny for 21!
2 pkgs. Macaroni for 15
Layer Figs, per lb. 
The Famous White Dove Flour, 
sack 
'Hi ho Baking Powder  1113 cans for. 8
Meet, 
0
4 lbs Crackers for 




3'7..ans Corn for 
25
3 cans Golden Glow Beans 
"
7 Ms Navy Beans for 
IL -bars Tom Soy-Soap for 
6 bars White Floating Soap 
Rice, per lb.  
.. .
Country l per peck 
Irish Potatoes, -per peck 
Appetite per peck 
1111
23 baMe'reekFureleef7s Soap for  
2 1:ierkitsr.0 1Ar lhite lea* Washing Pow'-
 3
:1 Mk Prunes for Oft
2 cans Little refloat Peas  3.1
Table Peaches, per can IS
3 lbs. (looking figs foe' 511
WATCHES VICTIMSavant Solving the Mystery of Life 1 1
OVER AN HOUR
it is now asserted that Dr. Leduc,
a French savant, living at Nantes,
bas really succeeded In producing a
living organism by a chemical ex-
periment. e
The new discovery was communi-
tated recently to the Paris Academy
of Science by M. d'Arsouviteeand has
naturally aroused great interest
among biologists.
In order to obtain the personal ex-
planation ef his remarkable experi-
ments, I caned on Dr. Leduc and
found him very much disturbed by
the excitement aroused by his work,
and considerablly worreel by the
almost Innumerable demands made
upon his time by curious callers.
"It Is 1E years," he said, "since I
began my researches Into the culture
of the artificial cell. All the in-
vestigations into the phenomena of
vegetable and animal life are aimed
at determining tne physical and chem
ical forces that produce the forms
presented by living beings. Direct-
ly or indirectly life consists In a col-
lection of physico-chemical pheno-
mena and the problem of biogenesis,
Or spontaneous generation Is a scien-
tific problem.
"This problem of the E: )ntaneous
production of new life has been so
far inaccurately stated. Those who
have approached it by experiment
have sought at once to produce a liv-
ing being, with all the complexity of
Its forms and of its many functions.
Rut since biology consists In determin
lug the forces that produce a form of
life it is more reasonable to seek to
produce that form by the sole play of
these same forces existing life.
"It is from this standpoint that
tne problem of spontaneous genera-
- -Uwe hifght to be regaed. It con-
sists not in seeking at once to produce
a living being, but in seeking to di-
rect the forces of nature and thus to
reproduce separately the elementary
forms of living beings."
Having thus explained the general
idea that actuated his work
Leduc went on to speak of the
per iments on the germination
growth of tne artificial cell.
"Into a ailuted solution
phate of copper I let fall a







nide of potaesium. The drop becomes
covered with a membrane of ferro-
cyanide of copper, which water can
permeate: but whicn is im rvions
to the sugar. This cell is similar to




extremely sensitive to heat, cold and
light, and when wounded are able to
cure themselves.
"I have sought to realize the con-
ditions of the seed, in the interior of
which, during the period of gener-
ation, two forces (osmotic pressure
and cohesion) are working," continu-
ed Dr. Leduc.
"Tae cothact of the ferroeyanide
of potassium with the sulphate of
copper produces the envelope. Under
the influence of tne difference of
osmotic pressure' between the 'drop'
and the liquid, Into which it is plung-
ed, the water penetrates through the
'skin' of the envelope which the sugar
cannot eet through.
"The cell gradually increases in
size, until some minutes at one point
of the surface sprouts a bud, which is
surrounded immediately by a 'skin'
of ferrocyanide of copper. On the top
of this bud a second is produced, on
that a taird, and so on.
Each bud represents a cell, and
one sees the cells slowly develop in a
straight line, one after the other, in :
order to tot in a hollow stem, of which
the length' can exceed by more than 
I
10 times tne diameter of the cell
which "aye it birth.
"The artifklal cell absorbs into
Then Shoots Him as He Lies
in His Bed
Terrible Deed of Nest York Man ti
Revenge Wife's Denth on Her
Physician,
TOWNSEND MURDER CLEARED.
New York, Feb. I.—Howled Bell,
a half-brother of John Bell a trolley
car conductor who is locked up
tharge-d with. having murdered Dr.
Charles Wilmot Townsend in New
Brighton early on Satiirday morning.
admitted to Coroner Cahill and IMs-
tart Attorney Kenney of Richmond
county today that John lead made a
confession e! gtiEt to him.
If true the story discloses * ease
where a murderer sat for an hcur
In the TOICS11 with his intended, vic-
tim, debating whether he should put
the man, then sleeping peacefully to
death; whether be should deprive of
their father the cheldren he saw in
their beds across the hail, or wheth-
er be should forget hi grievance
itself the substance necessary for its and spare the life he lead so abso-
growth by the ail of which it pro-,:utely at his mercy. But nhe mad
duces a for n many times larger than desire for revenge triumphed.
itself. It is easy to understand that I Hoe ard Bell said his 'half-brother
the growth takes the form of a stem, made his confeseion to him on last
because the last bud has always the:Sunday morning, a little more then
weakest and thinnest membrane, and 24 hours after the crime was coin-
therefore gives way first under the l:mitted. At the time practically the
development o' the osmotic pressure. lentine Bell family—father, step-
"Sometimes during the experiment father, stepmother. sister, John.and
a small 'cell' is thrown off by tne ori-IHOnerd—were together at the fath-
ginal 'cell,' from which it detaches er's home in Williamsburg,
Itself complaely. One can see, then,
this small 'cell' grow, bud, put out
repro-
from An evening paper which had contain-
ed an account of the murder hact dis-
appeared mYsteriously from the .heare"Such." concluded Dr. Leduc, "Is
and on Sunday morning the teage ofthe whole secret of the growth of the
a daily paper Whirh told of the trag-artificial cell. This growth is hon.
stems which grow, and finally
duce a form similar to that
which it has come.
zontal or vertical, according to wheta
er it is produced•on a glass plate or
In a tube. One cell can produce from
13 to 20 branches with leaves and
points, and provided with terminal
organs, round or pear-shaped, resem-
bling a tendril or the bead of a mush-
room, according to the composition
of the liquid in which the culture
took place and the conditions of the
growth."
Before leaving I was shown some
not only nas the faculty tubes
swelling and increasing, but also out his
putting cut xtensions like root-
lets and little stems, and one seems
to see these extensions slowly grow-
ing."
The doctor then proceeded to il-
lustrate his expenthente by dropping
his various chemicals into a test tube.
The cells formed began to grow with
remarkable swiftness. Fragile ten-
drils shot out of the parent cells, ter-
minating in shapes that resembled
leaves, blades of grass or miniature
ferns. And the doctor explained in
in which Dr.
edy had been torn out and destroyed.
The members of the family 
•
were talk-
ing over these things, when John
called his holf-brotheer into a front
room. tAccording to Howard, he said:
"I didn't want the folks to know
about it, but I have avenged Marne's
death. I have done up Dr. Town-
send."
By Mate Bell meant hie wife, who
died a year ago from the day on
which Townsend was slain He seem-
ed to bold the doctor acoun table forLeduc had carried her death.
John, according to hie half brother
had gone over to Staten inland on a
ferryboat Friday evening, and had
hung around the doctor's house until
about 3 o'clock in the morning, when
he entered It.
Spends Hour Debating Killing.
He told his half-brother that he
was irf the house fully ar hour before
he did-the Shooting. A greeter part
of that time he spent in a bedroom
on the secoud floor witere the doctor
and his wilie were sleeping. In the
next room were their two youngestdetail how these "plants" possessed what not to know as much at in daughters.many of the characteristics of living knowing many things. • Bell admitted, aecording to hisorganisms. While they possessed
the power of. nutrition and growth Many a man misses happiness he-they lacked tne power .of reproduc- cause he goes too far from home tolug their species. They proved to be look for it.
artificial culture. They were







Toe Lady—"What! 38 cents a doz-
en for eggs!"
The Grocer—"Well, mum, you
must remember that one egg is a
whole day's work for one hen."
—Cleveland header.
Family Begins to Suspect 1114*.
Jr lin had been act in,g peculiarly,
which caused them to suspect him.
Wisdom often lies In knowing
Dandelion
Guaranteed Under Food and Drag Ax.t, June 30, 11/00, Serial No, 3517.
WAS 1:14E1) BY THE ABABS FOUR HUNDRED YEARS EitiO
as a blood purifier. Many people, especially those whose work confinesthem indoors*, suffer from impure blood. It takes many forms: eczema,scrofula, pimples, sallow complexion, itching, soren anaemia (poor waterybioodt are all a sign that your blood is in an unhealtny condition. , Thelife of the body depends upon rich, pure blood, and the only way to be-come strong and well Is to get at the root of the disease and remove the
CHIIFE). Dr. Edward'et. Compound Dandelion Pills are prepared from a fam-ous old prest•ription. They contain nothing hut vegetable matter andare unequal'ed an a remedy for the cure of all blood diseases. Get a boxtoday.
BOTH TABLETS AND PILLS SOLD IW ALL DRUGGISTS. PRICE 25cTrial package at W. n. McPherson, Druniet.
Sale. Agents I. A. D. Co., Wellsville, N. Y.
W. Ii. NI'PH.ElisiON, FOURTH AND BROADWAY.
V.' F. Paxton, R. Rudy, P. Puryear




Surplus   50,000
Stockholders liability   100,000
Total 'security to depositors 10:150,000
Accounts of individuals and firms solicited. We appreciate
snuall am well as large depoottors and accord to all the same
courteous treatment.
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
OPEN SATURDAY NIGHTS l'ItOM 7 TO I ()MAWS.
Third and Broadway
half-brother's statements, that the
thought of them mused him to falter.
He began to debate whether he ought
to deprive item of their father, but
then the rhougnit came to him itnatlY
that the doctor had deprived him of
his all in life, and he decided "he
would do it anyway."
Most of thie soliloquizing, the
neunger Bell said, book place near
the bed where the doctor and his
wife lay. When Ash n Bell's mind
entille. was made up, according to
the story of the confession, he anvak-
ened the &sown who exciailmed:
"If you are here to rob, take What
you can find, (tog do not harm my
family or me."
John Ben is said to have replied:
"I want none of your things I
want you."
Then John said be fired the revol-
ver.
EVOIN FIRON Tug 1101[NT4IIIS
Ballard' Snow Liniment is praised for
the gond It does. 4 sure cure for
Rheumatism and all pains. Wright
W. having. Grand Junction,
writes: -I used Ballard'. Snow Lint-
meat last winter for Rhoumittlant and
can recommend It as the best Liniment
on the market 1 thought at the tin..
I was tamer% down with this trouble
that it would be a week before 1 couldWet about, hut on applying your Lini-ment several times during the night
I was about In 45 hours and well In
three days."







_1$8.50 Men's and ta
Young Mens PantstAb J J
$6.00 Men's and
Young Men's l'ants 4.50
i5 00 Men's and
Young Men's Pants 3.15
$3.00 Men's and
Young Men's Pants 2.25
$2.00 Men's and
Young Men's Pants 1.50   
•
RESOLVED
THAT WE ARE HAMMERING
pRicEs Dc-AAN ON
IS LEFT OF OUR SEASON'S
Coops - Ti-IE BLOWS WE









rm sui ts and
 yvercoaIN-- - 5.63
15.00 Suits and  3.75Overcoats
$3.00 Suits and 2.25Overcoats. 
$2 50 Suits and 185Overcoats   ,
YOU CAN SAVE BIG MONEY NOW
1
If You Buy Clothing and Furnishings While Our Final
Reduction Sale Continues 'for Another Week
It's the. greatest money-saving event over offered by a Paducah clothing IThuse.- Everystock included in this sale is absolutely new. Many lines that are already exhausted arebeing_ filled up from she—higher grades irt order to-not -disappoint you while this sale fasts.Our sole object in making such unusual reductions is to carry out our fixed policy of carry-ing over no stock. We ask you before to come and compare our merchandise with that offered you inother sales, remembering, of course, that we included black and blue and raincoats; that we the FIRSTand ONLY HOUSE that ever did this, and that you are not restricted in your choice to a few selectedlots—you choose from our entire stock—this season's fresh, all new goods. Such clothing offerings areunprecedented in Paducah. Evcry garment is this season's choicest offerings. '
$12 to $15 Garments
Now $8.40
Alf our Men's Suits, Over-
coats and Raincoats that sold
for $12.50 to $15, of which







$2 00 Colored I.ShirtS now 
$2 50 Colored 160Shirts now  , 
IrelegassedelleotImaselerilliliased.rallaweil
$20 to $25 Garments
Now $13.25
All our Suits, Overcoats and
Raincoats that sold from $20
to $25, the best values you
ever had offered si3 25
you, now 
$30 to $40 Garments
Now $18.00
All our higher price suits,
Overcoats and Raincoats, the
products of the best ready-
to-wear tailors,
are now priced
The New Store Blazes the Way















now  $1 50
a
4.1-011110.41.41nmillim4 frollisseta
Dentiat—"I're tilled alt of Your
teeth that have °amities, sir;" Ma-
honey -"Well, thin, flu tit' rise av
Alm, too- -thin whin th' cavities
come, they he alreadY SI led,
b'robs ! " —Pu c k
Regular as the Sow."
I
is an expression as old as the race.
No'doubt the rising and 'setting of the
sun, in the rptrt regular performance
In the universe, 'inlet' It In the action
, of the liver and bowel when reguiat
ed with Dr. King's New Life Pillst .
Guaranteed by at; druggists. 50c.
The worst punishment of sin is
that One learns to }ore it.
"I ordered you to paint me some
cows in a stable. I see the stable.but
/where are the cows?"
"They are In the stable."
"So is your pay for the picture.
You had better bring them both out."
-La Saeta.
The average yield of an olive tree
Is two bushel's. whleh give two gal-
Recollections of Bareback Riding
Can't you remember days when
you bumped around bareback on an
old nag whose bones looked alt felt
like a kit or carpenter tools.? I any
event you will appreciate the. follow-
ing bit of narrative from a runaway
toy story In The American Magazine
for November. The story, "Only In
the Laud of Dreams", ;•; by Lola
Scott, and the !illustrations are by F.
Y. Cry.
"At present the captain was lost
In his ambitious dreams. But with
Private HIP Osborne things were
aot well. He had never been on
horseback more tnan ten minutes in
all his life before that day. He had
ridden 14 miles since morning, with-
out meddle or blanket. Although he
Gut Prices in Dental Work UntlIkwas II fat little boy, he was, to saythe least, very unhappy. The norseApril 1st.
Gold Shell Crowns *RAO




('sit this coupon out and bring
it with you, it is worth $11.M.
Each person is limited to one
coups* for each job of plate or
bricilLP work only.- Until after
Apirl '07, .
was a tall, statuesque steed, with an
air of austere melancholy and a back
bone that knew no dissimulation.
The captain had christened her 'Ok
lahoma Belle,' after a local race-
track favorite. Oklahoma Belle had
peened into -the Gang's possession
from that of a nomadic horse trader
for the consideration of two dollar,
and seienty-five cents, and to do tte
Gang's 
l 
busitirs acumen justice, i 
A
rroist be said that' she was Worth the
money. The captain felt superlative.




camp, though be was not whet you
ermid ea41 equestritte Old Relies
t Inng legs consumed hip with terror,
nevertheleim was thrilled becauseI she was his mount. But Private Rill,
‘ho snared her seating capacity with
the aide-do-camp, had regarded Belle
'with antagonism from the minion Tit
You get handsome, well
appointed carriages
when I serve you. We
give promt personal at-. tentlon at all tides.
HARRY ANDERSON, PHONE 915
ateness, her long, uncerietlaly-joint-
ed limbs worked with' a stilt-like
Movement that gave him tne hic-
coughs and a crick in his side: when-
ever she indulged in a burst of speed
she trotted in a ,way that jarred his
very soul. With fingers, elbows, and
knees he clutched the form of the
aid-de-camp, who. befittingly, rode
in front. But 'ne could not keep from
bouncing. Up he went, coming dositt
with such a thud as to jolt even his
voice-box, which at every descent
emitted a chugging grunt tnat coil' I
be heard some distance. He felt
vaguely that his vitals were disar-
ranged beyond remedy—that he
would never be quite right again."
"Eierybody Should Know."
says C. G. Hays, a prominent busine"s
man of Bluff, -Uo., that Bucklen's
Arnica Salve Is the quickest and -sur-
est healing salve ever applied to sore,
burn or wound, or to a ease of piles,
I've used it and know what I'm talk-






House wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop.







ianre experience In the cure of woman's
peculiar ailments, who frankly and confid-
ingly takes his patients tato his full con-
fidence bY telling them Just what his "Pres
scription is composed of. Of no other tne
rifle put up for woman's special maladies
and sold through druggists, can it be said
that the maker is not afraid to deal thus
frankly. openly and honorably, by letting
every patient using the same know exactly
what she taking.
Sick women are invited to consult De
Pierce, by letter, free. All correspon4
ence is guarded as sacredly secret and
womanly confidences; are protected by
professional privacy. Address Dr. R.V.
Pierce, Buffalo, N. le
How to preserve health and beauty le
told in Dr. Pierce's Common Sense hde4
teal Adviser.. Deis free. For a paw
covered copy send Dr. R. V. Pierce, But
-fake N. Y. 21. one-cent stamps to covet
hailing only; in cloth binding 31 stamp&
Dr. Pierce's Pellets cure constipation.
Free
Catarrh
Bad Breath, Kliawking. Ringing in the




THE BEST HOOD PURIFIER
AND TONIC
THE REMEDY WHICH CURES CA-
TARRH BY PURIFYING THE
BLOOD AND KILLING
THE GERMS._
If you have Catarrh take B. B. B.; it
will drive out every bit of Catarrhal
Poison out of the system.
Don't neglect Catarrh! Don't let it
make you into a worn-out, run-down
Catarrhal wreck.
Remember Catarrh is more than a
trifling aitment—more than a disgust-
ing trouble. It's a dangerous one.
Unchecked, Catarrh too fregue,ntly
destroys smell, taste and hearing, and
often opens the way to Consumption.
Be warned in time. If you have Ca-
tarrh, start to cure It NOW by taking
B. B. B. It cures through the blood by
purifying it and building up the broken
down tissues.
Don't think it can't be cured because
you've tried to cure it and (ailed, as
B. B. B. cures where other remedies
fall.
DEAFNESS.
If' you are gradually growing deaf or
• are already deaf or hard of hearing.
try Botanic Blood Balm (B B. B.).
Most forms of deafness or partial deaf-
ness are caused by Catarrh, and in
curing Catarrh by B. B. B. thousands
have had their hearing restored.
Botanic Blood BMus (IL R. B.) Its
pleasant and write to take. 'ThoroughlY
tested for 30 sears. Composed of Pure
Botanic Ingredleste. Stream/bens weak
stomachs. cures DyspepsLa. Sample
sent trey by writing Blood Balm Com-
pany, Atlanta. Gs. Sold by Demur
IIII per large bottle or sent by cap ma.
W. J. Gilbert, Lang Brea. and Ivey At







lAiliGAI, 312-316 irseigay, /III 11,1311Talf
eTenliegesin 16 Stales. POSITioNS is
_gored Of inuneitiltIMID Also te•Ch go
NAIL, Cataloguewill convince you le
Ummenon's T Call or sees foi
setelogne.
NEW STATE 110TEI
D. A. &Bev., Prop.
METROPOLIS, ILL.
Newest and best hotel in the city,
Bates $2.00, Two large statuplc
rooms, Bath rooms. Eilectri,
lignts. The ,only centrally locatte
hotel In the city.
Colowereial Potroloars Solionei•
KILLm. COUCH




OR 01/66S ard $1.00
OLDS Free Trial.
t ,.ad • tacitest Cure for a
=BOAT and LUNG Tit0t7r...
LIS, or KONIIT BAWL.
Whose Say-so Is Best?
head- all medicines put up fey
sale through druggists, one has to take
the maker's say-so alone as to their curse
Sive value. Of course, such testimony ba
not that of a disinterested party ane
accordingly is not to be given the same
credit as if written from disinterest.*
motives. Dr. Pierce's medicines, how-
ever, form a single and therefore striking
exception to this rule. Their claims te
the confidence of invalids does not retie
solely upon their makers' say -so al
praise. 'Their ingredients are mattered
public knowledge, being printed on ea.
separate bottle wrapper. Thus invali
sufferers are taken into Dr. Pierce's fit
confidence. Scores of leading medic
men have written enough to till volumes
in praise of the curative value of the
several ingredients entering into temps
well-known medicines.
Amongst Chem writers we find such nistI
lad lights as Prof. Finley Ellingwood. M.
of Bernet Medical College. Chicago;
Halt:oaf the snub° CRY; Prof. John M. feu •
der. AL D., late of Cincinnati. Ohio: Prof..
John King, M. D., late of Cineimiati. ()hag
Dr. Grover Coe. of New York: Dr. Barth.
low. of Jefferson Medical, college. of Pm,.
and scores of ethers etioAlly eminent,
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Proscription cures
the worst cases of female weaknese, ProlaIr
I.
TUE PADUCAH EVENING SUN.
asquerader
By KATHERINE CECIL THURSTON
Author of **The Circle." Etc.
Copyright. 1904, by Harper Le Brothers
CHAPTER /V.
0 those whose sphere lies in the
west of London, Fleet street is
little wore than a name and
Clifford's inn a -mere dead let.
ins. ante ve rsion and retro version and currecM
irregularities, eures painful periods, dries up ter. Yet Clifford's inn lies as safely
disagreeable and weakening drains, somfy stewed away In the shadow of the law
times kerown as pelvic catarrh and a mul$
tilde of other diseases peculiar to semth, courts as any grave under a country
Beat in mind. It is Oct a ?scent nor even s church wall. It is as green of grass,
secret medicine. but the " avorite Prescrip-tion s of a regularly educated eeyeetee et as gray of stone, us irrespeneive to the
passing footstep.
Facing the railed in grass plot of Its
little court stood tint house In which
John Loder had his rooms. Taken at
a first glance the house had the desert-
ed air of an office, inhabited only in
the earle"hours, but as night fell lights
would be seen to show out, first on one
floor, then on another—faint, human
ben-eons -unconsciously signaling each
other. The rooms Lotter inhabited
_were on the highest floor, and from
their windows one might gaze philo-
sophically on the treetops, forgetting
the uneven pavement and the worn
railing that hemmed them around. In
the landing outside the rooms his name
appeared above his door, but the paint
had been soiled by time and the letters
for the most part reduced to shadows,
so that, taken in conjunction with the
gaunt staircase and bare walls, the
place bad a cheerless look.
Inside, however, the,effect was some-
what mitigated. The room on the right
Itand as one entered the small passage
that served as hall was of fair size,
theugh low celled. The paint of the
wall paneling, like the name above the
outer deor, had long ago been worn to
a dirty and nondescript hue, and the
11
stumble to teem:les the ,subjeet.
is quite extraordinary!"
The other glanced round. "Let's drop
It," lie said, -It's se confoundedly ob-
viens." Theu his torte changed. —Won't
you awoke?" he asked.
"Thanks." Chilcote began to, fumble
for his cigarettes.
But his host forestalled him. Taking
a beerfrom the mantelpiece, he held it
out.
"My one extravagance!" he said iron-
ically. eely miources bind we theme;
tuel 1. teink I hal'e made a wise selee-
tion. It is about the only vice we
lieven't to pay for six times over." He
danced sharply at the face sou1irdly
like his own, then, lighting a
offered his guest alight.
Chilcote moistened his cigarette and
leaned forward. In the time of the
paper his face looked set and anxious,
but Loder saw that the lips did not
twitch a:; they had done on the pre-
vious occasion that he had °given him
st,ligtet, and n look of comprehension
crossed his eyes.
-What will you have, or, rather,
will you have a whisky? I keep noth-
ing else. Hospitality is one of the de-
barred lueurieee'
Chilcote shook his head. "I seldom
drink. But don't let that deter you."
Loder smiled. "I have one drink in
the twenty-four hours—generally at 2
o'clock. when my night's work is done.
A solitary man has to look where he
Ii going."
"You work till ,2?"
"Two or 3."
Chlicottes eyes wandered




Or It Will Escheat to Use of
Public Schools
Court of Appeals Upholds Section
'Prohlbiting Holding of Real
Estate,
CASE UP FROM LOUISVILLE.
Frankfort, KY., Feb. 1.— la revers-
ing a judgment of the Jefferson chan-
cery court, second division, in a case
of the commonwealth, for the use of
the Louisville school board,' against
the Ininois Central Railroad com-
pany epee others, and sending it back
for trial on' tbe facts, the cowl crap-
Peals today deelassed to be wise fiec-
tion 192 of the Kentucky constitution
which provides that no corporation
shalt hold any real estate, except such
as - may be proper and necessary for
carrying on its legitimate business,
fo ra longer period than five years,
under penelty of escheat,
• The 4ou rt thoici.es Seettion 2971 of
the Kentucky statutes, authorizing
the school boards of cities of the first
cites to institute action for the es-
-cheat of such property for the cause
mentioned in 'Section 192 of the eon-
etitution and Section 5G7, Kentucky
statutes. The court further says that
the fact that the legislature has al-
lowed the tree of esctieats in cities of
the fleet cease to the public schools in
such cities, and authorized the school-
beard to sue and recover them is not
speetai lege:elation, although the state
does not allow the same prietleese to-
the schmeleboard of other cities. '
the middle of the room stood a fine old
Cromwell table, and on the plain deal
bookshelves and along the ramatele
piece wire some valuable books—polit-
ical and historical. There were no cur-
tains on the windows and a common
reading lamp with a green shade stood
on a desk. It was the room of a man
with few. hobbies and no pleasures,
who existed because be was alive and
worked because-he must.
Three nights after the great fog John
Loder sat by his desk in the light of
the green shaded lamp. The remains
of a very frugal supper stood on the
center table, and in the grate a small
and eeonomical looking fire waWburn-
ing.
Having written for close on two
hours, he pushed back his chair and
stretched his cramped fingers. Then
he yawned, rose and slowly walked
acmes the room. Reaching the mantel-
piece he took a pipe from the pipe rack
and some tobacco from the jar that
stood behind the books.. Ills face
looked tired and a little worn, as is
common with men who have worked
long at an uncongenial task. Shredding
the tobacco between his hands he
slowly filled the pipe, then lighted it
from the tire with a -spill of twisted
paper.
Almost at the moment that lie ap-
plied the light the sound of /dens
mounting the uncarpeted stairs outside
caught his attention and he raised his
head to listen. .
Presently ,the steps halted and he
beard a match struck. The stranger
was evidently uncertain of his *here-
abouts. Then the steps moved forwa
again and paused.
An eepreeteon of sturprise
Loder's face and he laid doe'
As the visitor knocked
quietly across the roo
door.
The passage o
the neweomee. rew back before the
light froth file room.
"Mr. Boiler?" he began interrogn-
tirel Then all at once he laughed in
iarrassed apology. "Forgive me,"
e said. "The light rather dazzled me.
I didn't realize who It was."
Loder recognized the voice as belong-
ing to his acquaintance of the fog.
"Oh, it's you!" he said. "Won't you
come in?" His voice was a little cold.
This sadden resurrection left him sur-
prised, and not quite pleasantly sue
prince]. He walked back to the fire-
place, followed by his guest.
The guest seemed. nervous and agi-
tated. "I must apologise for the hour
if my visit," he said. "My—my time is
not quite my own."
Loder waved his hand. "Whose time
is his owe?" be saki.
Chileote, encouraged by the remark,
irew nearer to the fire. 'Until this mo-
ment he had refrained from looking de
reetly at his host. Now, however, he
raised his eyes, and, despite his prepa-
ration, he recoiled unavoidably before
the extraordinary resusniblanee. Seen
here, In the casual surroundings of a
badly furnished anti crudely lighted
room, it was even more astounding
than It had been in the mystery of the
tog.
"Forgive me." he said again. "It is
physical, purely physical. I am bowled
tver against my will."
Lotter smiled. The slight contempt
that Chileote had first inspired rose
again, and with it a second feeling less
easily defined. The man seemed or un-
stable, so incapable, yet so grotesquely
suggolitive to himself.
• eThe likeness is ,rather overwhelm-
ing," be said, "but not heavy enough to
teitik melee Conte nearer the tire. Whet
brought you here? Curiosity?" There
was a wooden armchair by the fire-
tsuit" orostmliod ft-with -e %MVP of
the liked. then turned and took up hie
emeltiering pipe.
Chileote, watching him furtively,
obeyed the gesture and Mit down





side was. dark and
The other nodded curtly.
"Books?" Chilcote's tone was anx-
ious.
Loder laughed, and the bitter note
showed in lit s voice.
"No: not books," he said.
Celleete leaned back in his chair and
passed his hand across his face. The
strong wave of satisfaction that the
worag woke in him was difficult to
conceal.
"What is your work?'
Loder turned asides "You must not
ask that," in' said shortly. "When a
man has only one capacity, and the
capacity hits no outlet, he le apt to run
to seed in a wrong direction. I culti-
vate weeds, at abominable labor and a
vere smell reward." He stood with
his hack to the fire, teethe his visitor,
His attitude was a curious blending of
pride, defiance and despendeney.
C.hileste lenned forward again. ̀ Mlle
speak of yererielf like that? You ore n
frau of intelligence and education."
He spoke questioningly. anxiously.
"Intelligence and education!" Lock'r
laughed shortly. "London is ceinentel
with. intelligence. And education !
What Is ethication?. The crime d
necessary to presentetion. the vs and
gown necessary to the barri r. Tint
do the wig and gown nec rilt- mean
briefs or the court dre royie favor?
Edticstion is the ace sore. It is intim




ved restlessly in his sent.
itterly." he said.
_•Oldr lOoked up. "I think bitter-
bleb is worse. I tun one of the un-
icky beggats Who in the expectation
or money have been denied a profee-
slots—even a trade, to which to cling in
time of shipwreck—and who when ON-
aster eomeadrift out to sea. I wremeil
you the other night to steer clear of
me. I come tiuder the bead of flot•
tahlicoteer face lighted. "You came a
teleiter?' he asked.
"No. It was sotne one else who came
the cropper. I only dealt in results."
"Rig results?"
"A drop from a probable 040.000 to
a certain £800."
Chilente glanced me. "flow did you
take it?" he asked.
"I? Oh, I wits twenty-five then. I
had a good many hopes ntuDa lot of
pride; but there is no plate for either
ma working world."
"But your people?"
"My last relation died with the for-
tune."
"Your friends?"
Lotter laid down his pipe. "I told you
I was tteenty-flve," he said, with the
tinge of humor that some: tries crossed
his manner. "Doesn't that explain
Saturday Candy
31c a Box
Made of the purest of ingre-
dients by one of the best
makers in the trade, shipped
to us in fancy boxes
Fregh Every
Saturday
The candy has - made a 'hit
with our customers. Drop in




The decision, which is one of great
Importance to the refereed companies
operating and owning property in the
state of Kentucky, was announced for
the count by Chef Justice O'Rear, the
full bench considering the questions
presented in the ease. The action was
Instituted by the Louisville school
betted to recover as escheated eree-
erty certain lots of real estate lying
along the river front in leouisville be-
tween First and Fourteenth street* it
being charged ill the petitern that the
said reel estate was not secessary or
proper, and wan not beflig used fcr
carrying on the legitimate business as
railesteari corporaticn, and had not
been so needed and used for more
than five years before tWe beginaing
of the suit. The trial jueige sustained
a special demurrer to the petit:ton,
suggesting the plaintiff's iheapacity to
maintain the action, Theecourt here,
in reversing the judgment entered be-
low, says the lichee: board of [souls-
tille can maintain the action, andoe-
tiers a trial upon the facts.
A BABY
Should he sunshine In the house, and
will he if you give it White's Cream
Verrnifuge, the best worm medicine
offered to suffering humanity. This
remedy 'Is becoming the permanent fix-
ture of all households. A mother With
children can't get along without a bot-
tle of White's Cream Verrnifuge In the
house.
Sold by all druggists.
The mines of the weed employ
about 3.30,0,000 men.
things? I had never taken favors in
prosperity. A change of fortune was
not likely to alter my ways. As I have
said. I was twenty-five" Ile smiled.
"When I realized my position I sold all
my belongings with the.exception of a
table and a few books—which I sawed.
I pat on a walking snit and let my
beanl grow. Then, with my entire cap-
ital in try pocket. I left England with-
out saying gumlby to any one."
"For how long?"
"Oh. for six years. I wandered half
over Europe and through a good part
of Asia in the tette."
'"And then?"
"Then? Oh, I abased off the beard
and camp back to Landon:" He look-
ed at Chfleate, partly eontemptuous,
partly amused at his curiosity.
But Chilente sat staring in silence.
The domination of the other's perstn-
!tiny and the futility of his achieve-
ments baffled him.
Loder saw his bewilderment. "You
wonder what the devil ecame into the
world for." he said. "I _sometimes
frontier the seine tuyeelf."
At his weeds n change passed over
Chileote. He half rose, then dropped
hack eito him seat. •
"You have no friends?" he said.
"Your life is worth nothing to you?"
Loder raised his head. "I thought I
had conveyed that impression." .
"You are an absolutely free man."
"No man is Tree wile works for his
eread. If thing* had brIen different I
might have been in sesgereshoeu as
ramie sauntering in legislative by-
ways. My hopes turned that way
once. But hopes, like mot r wubstantini
things, belong to the past' -- He stop-
ped abruptly and looked at bisecom-
panien.
The change in Chlleoto. bad become
Inure acute, fie eat fingering his cig-
sect* hi. brows &alma 4107, kis lips
set neriouely In a coadlet emotions.
For it spree he stared eery 6611, avilid-
Ping kedges eggs; then, as it *idols*
had lonidenIr mune to him, he. turned
Aud met his mire.
"How If there was a future," be said.




Oil of Pine Tree Regal tied as
Balm of Scripture
Esteemed By the Ancients, It Is
Pieced to This. Day hi Eastern
t'ountries.
PRESCRIBED FOR LUNGTROUBLE
Tee Oinof the Pine 'lime -----cup-
posed to be the balm of Scripture. It
dontains great medicine': properties
and was regarded with the utmost
esteem by the ancients; and to the
present day is peculiarly prized bk
the people of the East.
A noted authority on diseases of
the theoat and lungs, who establish-
ed a camp for consumptives in the
Pine Woods of Maine, anti whose re-
markable cures there have attracted
great attention from the medical
world, says that his entire treatment
consisted of fresh air, nourisning
food end the Pure Virgin Oil of the
White Pine Trees, milted with Whis-
ky and Glycerine in the following
proport ions:
Virgin Oil of Pine (Pure)... 1-2 oz.
Glycerine  2 cee
Good Whisky it oz.
Used in teaspoonful doses every
four hours.
It is claimed the above mixture
will heal and strengthen the lungs,
break up a, cold in 24 hours, and
cute arts' cough that is curable.
The ingredients can be secured
from any good prescription druggist
at small cost, and can be easily mix-
ei in yeur own home.
NO COMPETITION
IN CITRON TRADE
Says Traffic Manager Bissell.
of Santa Fe
Freres, and Portland Steamship Com-
pany and Railroads Do Not
Fight,
PRES, SCHAVERIN'S STATEMENT I
San Frauciaco, Cal.. Feb. L--That
an "unwritten agreement" exists be-
tween the Southern Pacific railroad
and tho Santa Fe whereby they share
the citrus fruit traffic of soutaern Cal-
ifornia was the sensational testimo-
ny brought ant by the government at
today's hearing of the Harriman mer-
ger case before Interstate Commerce
Commissioner Lane.
W. A. Bissell, assistant traffic man-
ager of the Santa Fe system and a
director in the Western Pacific rail-
road, conceded under oath that tne
two roads are observing the "unwrit-
ten agreement" whereey each scru-
pulously avoids any intrusion Into the
other's territory after the fruit has
ben packed.
President Schwerin testified tnat
the San Francisco and Portland
Steamship compare-, of which he is
also president, had recently raised
steamship rates and neer at the same
time the Southern Pacific raised its
rate to Portland. Commissioner Lane
brought out the fact that the rise of
the steamship rates followed a con-
versation on the subject with Traffic
Manager tierce of the Southern Pa-
cific.
Scnwerin volenteered the state-
a ere was no real compe-
!tient of a leading local pharmacy
elicited the information that Virgin
Oil of Pine 't Pure) is put up only in
half-ounce vials for dispensing. Eaca
via: is securely sealed in a round
wooden case with engraved wrapper
with the name--"Virgin Oil of Pine
(itre)"— plainly printed thereon.
There are many rank imitations of
Virgin Oil of Pine (Pure) which are
pht out under varians names, such
as Concentrated Oil of Pine, Pine Bal-
sam, etc. Never accept these as a
sebetitute for the Pure Virgin Oil of
Pine, as they will Invariably produce
nausea anti never effect the desired
result.
Mies Passay—"The Idea of her say-
ing I den look -more than 401"
Miss Peppery—"But she did't say
that."
Mess Passays--"No? Then I mis-
under—"
Miss Peppery —"Yee, she said you
acted as If you thought you didn't
look more than 40,"—Philadelphia
Press.
The Linalt of Life.
The most eminent medical scien-
tist are unanimous in tne conclusien
that the generally accepted limita-
tion of numan life is many years be-
low the attainment-possible with the
advanced knowledge of which the
race is now poasessed. The critical
period, that determines it duration,
seems to be between 50 and 60; the
proper care of the body diming this
.decade cannot be too strongly urged:
carelessness tlien being fatal to
longevity. , Natural's beet helper after
50 is Electric Bittern, the scientific
touie medicine that revitalizes every
organ of the body. Guaranteed by,
all druggists, 50e.
She—Do You think a woman should
thank a Man for_a seat in a car? He
--Oh, no. Lots ef men have heart
disease, and the shock might prove
fettle—Philadelphia Record.
Truth is one thing on whirl) net
man has secured a mortgage.
31111.1111 RY
that will charm and delight the
/midge of tine gems. Rings, Fleternrh-
1111. Ornamental (lonahs. Chains.
Rrateleta, etc.
WATCHER
for Tallies and Gentlemen, in gold,
silver or gunmetal, Cigarette Oases,
Match Beven,-etwir Outliers. etc. Alf
wires of dainty pieces if silver for say
"Lady's" dressing table.
WARREN WARRIEN.
tition between the railway and the
steamers because the steamers give
better service and' get core freight
than they can handle without solici-
tation. "fres statement was not relish-
ed by the railroad men present. It
was afterward modified by Schwerin
as applying finely to present tempora-
ry conditions,.
Tommy—"Pop, why do people
put pennies in the collection plate?"
Tommy's Pop—"Because there are
no smaller coins, my son."---Phila-
delphia Record.
'Any womhn wil: forgive a man for
kissing her if he will filet say she was





Leaves Paducah For Tennessee River
Every Wednesday at 4 p. m.
A, W. WRIGHT, Master
GENE ROBINSON. Clerk
This company is not responsible
for invoice charge!' unless, collected







making, be se the
life of the powder is
i/oudy liberated into
the dough.
No coarse and crumbly
crust so frequent in bis-
cuit. One heaping tea-
spoonful to a quart of
flour.
Th: goodness of HI.
LO i protected in
moist-proce tint. Con-
forms with;a11 pure food
laws, State and National.
A DIME A POUND 
tekAt your Cirocer',;.







Rates $t a Day. En:tithing OK
. some A. Luken, Propneiren.
  •  
[teary !stammer', Jr.
  lauved Is Dirt and ktatarly.
Book Binling, Bank Work, Legs




Evansville and Paducah Packets.
(Daily Except Sunday.)
Steamers Joe Fowler and John S.
Hopkins, leave Padueah for Evans-
ville and way landings at 11 a. m.
Special' excnrston rate note 'ft 'ef-
fect from Palucah to Evansville and
return, $4.00. Elegant music on the
boat. Tabl unsurpassed.
STEAMER DICK FOWLER
Leaves Paducah for (2atro and way
landings at S a. ne sharpe, daily, ex-
cept Sunday, epecial excurston rates
now in effect from Paducah to Cairo
and return, with or witaout meals
and room. Good music and table un-
surpassed .
For further Information apply to
S. A. Fowler General PAF,8, Agent, or
Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent, at
Fowler-Crumbaugh & Co's. office.
Both phone- No. 33...
The steak never seems quite so




We are all Rinds of hauling.
TELEPHONF 499




IS EIGHT SUMMERS OLD
Watctl the Government
Stamp.
















COOMMIO ,1108, .v .• t f•••••••  OR RIMS. ..R4o
I. otnary 1, 1907.
Dear Friend:
It don't make any differ-
ence what kind of oil you.
want, wheth sr- - -Folf-oll-
or olive oil or vinegar or
syrup or molasses or flavor-
ing extract. You can get it
and get it good in this town
Coal oil  15c a gallon
Olive oil..50 cents a bottle
Vinegar ..35 cents a gallon
Molasses ..50 cents gallon




I can Strawberries Sc
3 cans Arcade Baking
Powder . .. .... .10c
_Peas (Early _ June) 3
cans 24c
Corn (our leader) 3 cans
special 24c




Pumpkins, 3 cans spe-
cial 24e
Milcner Herring 3 spe-
cial  10e
Roll Herring. 3 special-10c
Flour, Northern Wheat
Special 65c
Flour, finest of hard
wheat, Sk.... 60c
Tomato Soup, 3 cans spe-
cial  • 15c
Coffee, Cuban cup 3 Ms
speclai 50c
Coffee Cruzada, 2- Ms spe-
cial 59c
Mealf 16 lb (Pk..) 14c
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10 TO 15 PER CENT ADVANCE
ON ALL GAS STOVES
After Present Stock is Sold
ALL STOVES IN STOCK





Paducah Light 4 Power Co.
Removal  Sale of A.  Pollock's Jewelry Store
About February 15th we will take possession of our new store
room-now occupied by the time I'acifie Tea and .Coffee Co.,
333 Broadway. In the meantime we have made startiing re-
ductions on our entire line of Watches, Diamonds and Jewelry.
This for two reasons: First, we wish to move as little as pos-
sible of the_present and, when we get into our new location, we
mean to have a clean, new stock. If you need anything in our
line give us a call, for we have made a cut of 50 per cent in
many instances.
A. POLLOCK
640 Broadway. Empire Building
There's Only One Way to Get
Rick and That's by Saving.
If you resolve to save a certain portion, however
small, of the money you earn, deposit it each month
or oftener in our Bank at 4 per cent interest, you'll
be pleased and surprised to find how quickly you will
accumulate a substantial Rum. We will loan yon a
Home Savings Bank to help you save. 11.00 will





Harold: "Have you heard the news? Reggy De Soft rescued a widow fromthe breakers the other day."
Hobart: "But who is going to rescue Roggyr
Where Would France Stand in Case
the United States and Japan Fight?
A correspondent has expressed the
opinion that in the event of a- war be-
tween England and Japan on the one
hand and the United States and Ger-
many on the otter, Frince would
side wit, the two combatants first
named. It seems most probable that
she would decide to remain neutral.
So far as we know.the subject has
not yet been discussed in the Paris
press. Intelligent Frenchmen, how-
ever, cannot have failed to observe
that an influential German newspap-
er, generally accepted as a semi-of-
ficial organ, has declared that should
tile -United states become involved
in a war with an Anglo-Japanese
own interest In determining her
course, and it is certainly not for her
interest to see sthe American navy
driven from the ocean. Commenting
with approval Vienna newspaper has
said that Austria's interests would
Impel her to co-operate with Ger-
many, even though she mignt not
be constrained to take such a step by
the text of the Triple Alliance.
Such newspaper assertions do not,
of course, commit a government or
necessarily foreshadow its intention,
but as we have formerty said, it is In
credible that Emperor William would
forego an opportunity of securing
what he nas striven patiently to gain,
the good will of the American peo-
ple.
The French, on their part, while
they are by temperament impulsive,
have been taugat by b4tter experience
to count the cost before rushing into
war, and common sense would make
them recognize that in land opera-
tions against Germany they would in-
evitably be beaten unless they should
receive aid from Russia. That Rus-
sia would countenance any combina-
tion which if successful, would nave
for its outcome the exaltation of
Japan 49 inoonceivable. Such a hy-
pothesis would be on the face of it a
reductio ad absurdum. Undoubted-
ly the St. Petersburg government
would insist, in the consistency.sue-
posed, that France tenould remain
strictly neutral, and, willingly or un-
willingly France would have to
Why should anybody imagine that
Frenchmen would desire to combine
with Japan and Great Britain against
the United States? They are under no
obligations to enter into such g coali-
tion. An entente cordiale should not,
of course be confounded with a
theaty. The Anglo-French treaty
put an end to a number of con-
troversies wnich had given trouble
In the past; but the only part of It
which has any bearing on the future
is the agreement that France submit
to Great. Britain's exercise of a hite-
lany.fuhction in Egypt on condition
that the assertion of a similar pro-
tectorate on the part of France In
Morocco should be upnea. In view
of Germaey's opposition, the condi-
tion could not be and has not been
fulfilled. The consideration not be-
ing forthcoming, a very different at-
ranprement from that designed fot
Morocco having been effected at Al-
gecitam, it is at least disputable
whether .the agreement concerning
Egypt is any longer binding upon
France.
The entente cordiale when not
based on great servIi•es offered and
ateepu4. ip1
Two years ago an 
entT 
etc. ceirdiale of
an apparently fervent and certainl)
effusive kind existed between Great
Britain and the United Steles, yet
it did net prevent Lord- Lanednwee
from negotiating a treaty with Japan
which at least would compel Great
Britain to remain neutral in a contest
between the Tokio government and
the United States, even if the British
foreign office should argue-strange
argument-that toe duty of protect-
ing the mikado's subject In the Phil-
ippines. Hawaii and San Francisco
was not included In the "special in-
terests" contemplated In the Anglo-
Japanese alliance. Any such inter-
pretation of the treaty would be sure
to be repudiated at Tokio. If, then,
the entente cordiale which two years
ago existed between tine United States
and Britain was in the opinion of the
British foreign office, compatible with
the formation of the alliance with
Japan, what value will a cordials un-
derstanding with England have for
France?
But for the fact that by acquiring
a large part of further India, France
has given a hostage to fortune and
has exposed herself to injury at the
hands of the Japanese she could
doubtless be prevailed upon by her
Russian ally to become a supporter
of an Arnerian-German combination.
France, Germany and Russia might
co-operate today in the Atlantic with
as much proptlety as they co-operat-
ed in 1895 in the Pacific. The dis..
memberment of Alsaci-Lorraine is
12 years further off than it was then.
France, however, might be excused
for not wishing to risk the loss of her
large possessions in Indo-China, whi('a
have but recently begun to be remun-
erative.
We incline to think, then, that in
the event of a war between Japan
and the Urited State the French re-
public would he neutral although it
would be stsbjected probably to very
strong pressure in fear of an active
espousal of our cause-N. Y. Sun.
Congressman Maynard. telegraphs
to the Virginia-Pilot that this year's
rivers and hsrbors bill will carry an
appropriation of $1.131,000 for har-
bor work at Norfolk.
It takes as much skill to be a suc-




Copy for our next directory
will go to press January 30.
All changes and additions
should be received before this
date. Our directory is the
Recognized city directory of
the well-to-do. You are so-
cially and commercially lost if







Cairo 48.7 0.4 fall
Chattanooga ..  5.0 0.1 fall
Cincinnati . 20.5 1.5 fall
Evansville 39.0 2.7 fall
Florence  4.5 0.8 rise
Johnsonville ..  12.8 0.3 fall
Louisville   8.2 1.0 fall
Mt. Carmel .21.1 1.4 fall
Nashville .........11.0 0.2 All
Pittsburg  . 3.8 0.1 rise
St. Louis 16.5 0.7 fall
Mt. Vernon 44.0 1.8 fall
Paducah 44.3 0.5 fall
The river is slipping down. the
wharf. The fall in the last 24 hours
was 0.5, iia stage this morning be-
ing at 44.3. Business at the wharf
last night and today was dull, the ar-
rival of the Kentucky4reing the only
diverting incident. Indications are
that the river will fall more rapidly
as it gets lower, unless boosted again
by rain.
Speaking of the weather, a Ten-
nessee mountaineer working on the
dry docks gives the long sought-for
explanation of the unprecedented
warm weather and rains in January.
He says that if the wind blows all
day from the south on New Year's
day it means 40 days of - warm
weather and rains. 'And that after
February 9 settled weather may be
expected, as the 40 days will be up
then. Certain it is that 30 days of
warm westner and rain have passed
and it looks like the remaining nine
days will be realized. Vice versa, if
the wind blows all day New Year's
day from the north the following 40
days will be cold weather. This
mountaineer has nothing but his
weather-beaten experience to guide
his judgment, but it seems more ac-
rurate than the weather reports in
the last month, which have received
many severe jolts.
The Scotia camean last night from
the Cumberland -,river with a tow of
ties. The Scotia ran out of coal a few
miles up the river and the Mary N.
had to carry coal to it before the
trip could be finished..
They. are building the frame work
around the wheel of the Beary. Bax-
ley beloW the old wharfboat, and that
steamer will be ready to leave some
time next week.
The Joe Fowler came in yesterday
at I o'clock from Evansville delayed
somewhat by the fogs on toe river
and left in an hour and a half on the
'return trip. _
It will be next Tuesday or Wednes-
day before the John Hopkins will ar-
rive from Mound City.
Captain John Rawlins, of Cairo, is
in the city today looking over the
Cnarles Turner now on the dry docks.
He bought the :Turner front Mrs.
Gordon and will continue to operate
it around Paducah.
The Margaret got away yesterday
for the Tennessee river after a tow
of ties.
An engineer was secured from
Louisville yesterday for the Joe
Wheeler and that steamer left or
Chattanooga in the afternoon.
Fogs delayed toe Kentucky last
night and it did not arrive until this
morning at 10 o'clock from the Ten-
nessee river.
Mud left on the wharf here by the
falling river will be cleaned off to
the swift current until the river giet -
considerably lower, than tne efficient
fire department will gladly come
down and clean the remainder of
the wharf off until it looks like "spot-
less town"-NIT! .
Captain L. W. Copeland is still
acting pilot on the George Cowling
in the place of James A. Annis who
Is sick.
On account Of the Dick Fowler be
log laid tip, the George Cowling
handling some trade it otherwi-
would 'not get. The Bettie Owen lees
ing at 8 o'clock for Brookport is tat
!nor all the Dick Fowler's busine,-
that far.
Frequent mention has been made
In this column of the benefits &riv-
ed by Paducah from the operation of,
such short packet lines as the Cow-
ling, Royal, City of Terre Hatite,and
one or two gasoline boats. In situa-
tions like the present when severs'
of the big !Inez are laid up, their
value is more clearly seen.
Official Forecasts.
The Ohio at Evansville and Mt
Vernon. will fall rapidly and at a
greatly increasing rate during the
next several days. At Paducah and
Cairo, will fall at an Increasing rate
from day to day, the fall becoming
rapid Saturday.
Tne Tenreseee. from Florence to
the mouth, will continue falling.
The Mississippi, from below St
Louis to Cairo, will continue falling
The Wabash, at Mt. Carmel, will
fall rapidly.
7 Ms Flaked, Hominy  
7 lbs. Chopped Hominy
Tomatoe Pulp, per cash ....
1 lb 20c Oleo Butter for
2 1bn beet Mixed Nuts
15c bottle of oor Extract, any
flavor
30e bottle of our Extracts, any
flavor
Choice of any of our 60c Teas at
per pound 40c
3 sacks Sc Salt 10e
REMOVAL SPECIALS
For Saturday, February 2
9 lbs beat Sugar 50c
24M sk finest float patent Flour 05t•
3 cane 10c Corn  20c
3 cans be Peas  20e
3 ca'ns 12 I,ec Tomatoes  219c






3 packages Sc Soda 10c
1 pint Heinz barge Bulk Olives 3lie
lib clan of our 45e Baking Powder
only 30c
PALMER DOUSE Blend M. • & J 
Coffee, the best on the market,
, 2 pounds 05e
2 Ms of our G. P. Pride 30c Coffee
for 55e
2 Itss of our Fairy 2'5c Coffee for 45c
2 tbs. of our special 20c Coffee for35e
t•2 Ms of our Extra 171/2e Coffee
for 33e
2 Ms of our 15c Coffee 27c
1 lb of Grated White Cocoanut  22ic
1 lb of Layer Raisins toe
20e Chunk Pineapple Vie
Jell*, per package  De
Fancy Figs, per lb.  15c
Great Pacific Tea and Coffee Co.
Old Phone 1179 333 Broadway New Phone 1176
Five Hundred Fancy Worsted, Cassimere and
Cheviot Suits, Formerly $15, $18, $20, $22.50
and $25, in this Sale for •- -  $5.98
Wednesday we started a Special Suit Sale, in connection
with our regular Clearance sale, and we are offering Some
unapproachable bargains for 6,5 98. 500 fancy Worsted,
Cassimere and Cheviot Suitt; that formerly sold for from
915 to $25, single and double brieasted, this year's styles,
will be Wild at $5.9g, because the mild weather has left us
with larger stocks than Usual and we want to get our
money out of them. Spring goods are owning in, Leo, and
we need the space they are occupying.
lInparalelled reductions in all departments, make a
visit to our store-well worth your while.
Poet -"What do eon think of this
little poem of mine, 'She Would Not
srxile'V
Eiditor-"I think If you had read
the poem to her she would have
smiled."--sts Rite. 
 I
A worthy life is inipOleable with-




Thistle Peas, two cans for 25C
Canned Rhubarb for pies, three pound cau..-..-... 10C
Asparagus, per can
Mrs. Hopkin's Sweet Pickles, per bottle ..........




Brittle Bits, RR good as Grape Nuts, three packages_.......... 25C
Cracker Meal, per pound   • 5c
Broken Macaroni, per pound   _5C
Picalette, one of the nicest pickles, per 10c
Canned Pumpkin, the good kind, per 10C
A whole package of Egg Noodles .._. -5C
Fresh Shelled Nuts of all kinds.
Lowney's Cocoa, per . ...... . 10C & 20C
Rolled Herring, two for -..• 5C
Large bottle Of Chili Sauce, only • 10c
Excel)°, the 15c.kiad, today 10C
Don't forget that this Is the _proj)ettipe your-lawtia
saw; have the Pure Lawn (hags seed.
Kosher 'Sausage, beef and fat juet in
Fresh Oysters received today.
Ise
.1
S.
s
•
